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It takes a lot of courage, a lot of tact and
personality, a lot of curiosity and even more good
health to bo a good nev#spai>en.ian.
A broad but disciplined education goes a long
way In developing your skills and talents, but a
good education alone will not help you in this field*
As in business and the professions, once you liave
obtained your education, you must know how to apply
it so that the specific needs and requirements of both
your newspaper and your reading public are met*
Journalism is not just ’’writing”* Writing is
only the end product* You have to know what^s going
on In all fields and once you Imov; wiiat’s going on,
you have to lanow how to interpret the facts in the
terms of public interest and public welfare*
Specialization witliin the field of jouiYiallsm
is becoming more important and practical* 'Ihe spec-
ialist is not only better-educated in one field,
(such as business, politics, labor or government)
but ho knows how to interpret his knowledge in the
light of its total affect upon every other field and
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Unfortuxtfit«lyf only a amall percantago of our
newspapers can afford to hire specialists. And so,
it still remains with the reporter to keep hla foot
In every door, hla mind and eyes wide open In all
fields.
This handbook Is desl^med to aid tre newspaper-
man In hla daily task of reporting and Interpreting
the facts. It Is designed first to aid him in find-
ing the facts In the shortest possible time and to
give >:ira the co^jnon terms he Is most likely to run
across so that once bis foot Is In the door* his
tongue can take over. It Is equally designed to
facilitate the reporter In writing his story In a
modem style; to acquaint him with the terns sur-
rounding his job and with the way hla role fits Into
the overall f4.cture of publishing the dally news-
paper.
But there Is one thing this handbook canr^t do;
that Is to Instil Into the reporter the honesty and
Integrity his job requires. A newspaperrjan wh.o Is
dishonest with himself and with others Is as much
a quack as a fraudulant doctor. There Is no such
thing as a "reporter’s oath", but there should be
some cocio of ethics, perhaps more specific than the
Ten Comtiandments, which the reporter should follow.
Such a well-planned code was adopted by the American
Society of liewspaper iiditors In 192’6i
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The primary function of newspapers is to com-
mualcate to the human race what its members do, feel
and think. Journalism, therefore, demands of its
practitioners the widest range of intelligence, of
knowledge and of experience, as well as natural and
trained powers of observation and reasoning. To
its opportunities as a chronicle are Indissolubly
linked its obligations as teacher And Interpreter.
To the end of finding some means of Modifying
sound practice and just aspirations of American joum-‘
alism, these canons are set forth;
I. Responsibility . Ihe ri^t of a newspaper to attract
and hold readers is restricted by nothing but con-
sideration of public welfare. The use a nev/spaper
makes of the share of public attention it gains serves
to determine its sense of responsibility, which it
shares with every member of its staff. A journalist
who uses his power for any selfish or otherwise un-
worthy purpose is faithless to a high trust.
II. Freedom of the Press. Freedom of the press is to
be guarded as a vital right of mankind. It is the
unquestionable right to discuss whatever is not ex-
plicitly forbidden by law, indludlng the wisdom of
any restrictive statute.
III. Independence. Freedom from all obligations ex-
cept that of fidelity to the public interest is vital.
1. Promotion of any private interest contrary
to the general welfare, for whatever reason.
Is not compatible with honest journalslm.
So-called news communications from private
sources should not be published without pub-
lic notice of their source or else substantia-
tion of their claims to value as news, both
in form and substance.
2. Partisanship in editorial comment which know-
ingly departs from the truth does violence
to the best spirit of American journalism; in
the news columns it is subversive of a funda-
mental principle of the profession.
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IV. sincerity, TTOthfulnesa. Accuracy. Good faith
with the reader Is the founaation of all Journalism
worthy of the name.
1. By every consideration of good faith a news-
paper is constrained to be truthful. It is
not to be excused for lack of thoroughness or
accuracy within its control or failure to
obtain command of these essentia 1 qualities.
2. Headlines should be fully warranted by the con-
tents of the articles which they surmount.
V. Impartiality. Sound practice makes clear dis-
tinction between nows reports and expressions of
opinion. News reports should be free from opinion
or bias of any kind.
1. This rule does not apply to so-called special
articles unmistakably devoted to advocacy or
characterized by a signature authorizing the
writer’s ovm conclusions and interpretations.
VI. Fair Play . A newspaper should not publish un-
offi^TaT’c^rrge a affecting reputation or moral charac-
ter without opportunity given to the accused to be
heard; right practice demands the giving of such
opportunity in all cases of serious accusation out-
side Judicial proceedings.
1. A newspaper should not invade private rights
or feelings without sure warrant of public
right as distinguished from jxiblic curiosity.
2. It is the privilege, as it is the duty, of a
newspaper to prompt and complete correction
of its serious mistakes of fact or opinion,
whatever their origin.
VII. Decency . A newspaper cannot escape conviction of
Insincerity if while professing high moral purposes
it supplies Incentives to base conduct, such as are
to be found in details of crime and vice, publication
of which is not demonstrably for the general good.
Lacking authority to enforce its canons, the Journ-
alism here represented can but express the hope that
deliberate pandering to viscious instincts will
encounter effective public disapproval or yield to
the influence of a preponderant professional con-
demnation.
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Those, then, are the rules of Journalism.
You should qualify before you stsrt because the com-
petition Is keen and constant.
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THE COPT - FROM TYPETARITER to TYPE
Once a new reporter’s story Is out of the type-
writer, he usually loses all interest in its travels
until the final story appears in print. At this
point, ho usually yells:
"Hey, who botched up my copy?"
This is no way to make friends with the copy-
reader who edited your story. All copy Is first di-
rected to the city editor or the special editor
under whom the copy was prepared. The editor checks
the story for glaring errors. If it is an important
story, he will assign the headline and some copy
editing instructions. If the story is not too im-
portant, either the editor or the h©ad-of-the-desk-
may assign a headline to the copy.
All copy Is then directed to the "slot man" who
keeps a record of all stories and the headline as-
signed to each one. He deals the copy to the copy-
readers who check all facts, see that the copy con-
forms to the newspaper’s style and write the head-
line. (See section on copyreading) The headline is
usually written on a separate sheet of paper since
most headlines are set on typesetters other than those
used for body typo. The story is "slugged" with the
essence of the headline or its first three words so
that the head and body can be matched in the chase.
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Th«* copy Is then taken to t e composing room
whore it is distributed ar«ng the linotype operutora
by the copycutter. Aft- r the copy hsa been converted
into type, the slugs are pieced In e galley end a
proof is taken when the complete story is sssenibled.
The copy and the proof both go to the proofroom where
they are checked against each other for typographical
errors. *!he type is then placed in a steel c>iaae on
the "stone" and when the entii^e page is ree(5y for
stereotyping, the chase is justified end locked. The
page forrr, is then ready. A pwper che Impression is
o’jsde of the page. The "mat" is curved so that when
a matal cast is made, the plate will also be curved
to fit onto t e presses.
Hfhe paper mache state are then placed into "c>’sting
boxes" where molten metal is poured into the impressions
on the mat and the entire page is reproduced in metal.
'The curved metal mat is then pl&ned to size aftor
hr^s cooled and when it weighs exactly 46 pounds, it is
taken down to the pressroom to be attached to the ro*
tary presses.
Pressrooms must be in the basement or sub*bi se-
ment, since the machinery is so heavy, no ordinary
flooring could possibly stand up under the weight.
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^ch page has a specific place on the press
so that 8 single unit prints an entire newspaper^
and also may cut, fold and count the papers so that
they are immediately ready for distribution.
Not all presses are such mechanical marvels.
Cylinder presses and platen presses, used by small
weeklies and Job shops cannot compete with rotary
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More than ^ inerican at.!lies are owners and
contractors of wlt'o service news. The /.ssociated
Press was organised In its pi^sent fora In 1900. Its
Qienibers ere owners of the non-profit organize tion.
United Press, founded in 19C7, and Intenaitioael ^ews
Service, founded in 19C9, are private enterprise
a
to which newspapers subscribe on an annual renewable
or perpetual contract basis.
ielegraph service operates on tho saino principle
88 telep^.one service. Main trunks telagra;^ and cable
all nows frcto all sources to th© huge dallies which
d.sire completo and world-wide service. Ihe isain
trunks and cables extend from news*-i*lch iRorld capitals
and IsiPge cities to ccntjractlng nevispapers and to the
regional bureau offices, /uxlliary wires lead fror.
the rasiin trunks. Ihese virus offer n loss exheusttvo
cover*at_,e of nows to newspapers which roly <wi>re on
locf 1, state nnd re{:ional news for their content.
"Trunk” news is taken off the main i^/lres at regional
offices end condensed for local consimption. Local, -
state and regional news, along with important national
and internti tl onii 1 nows, is piped through the ^ires
to the dOT^ber newspapers which fieslre a uiore localized
service.
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Each regional and state wire service bureau has
Its own staff of reporters, rewrite men and telegraph
transmitters whose Job It Is to sort out main trunk
news and send out those Items which local newspapers
would want, in addition to local news Items gathered
by regional and local reporters. These local Items
are also sent onto the main trunks to newspapers which
subscribe to complete wire service.
Associated Press members work on a more co-op-
erative setup. Any news appearing in a member paper
that is local in scope may be sent to any other member
jfwiper. AP also has a "pony service" whereby small
newspapers which cannot afford to lease expensive
telegraph machines get thelir "telegraj^i" news by
telex^one from the local bureau and receive "flimsies"
of the day’s news by mail or bus service, arriving
in the news office on the sazs® op following day.
"Pony service" works boat on the 8e"il*weekly or
ane-edltlon daily where 99 per cent of the news content
is local and adequately covered by the staff. How-
ever, such newspapers cannot afford to ralss any local
tie-ins or important news stories which they could
not possible cover themuelvei,
Wire services also send advance texts of speeches
and advance stories which are withheld from publica-
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However, the copy may be set In typo and may bo com-
pleted plated 80 that the story is actually on the
stre^jt at release tisae*
Every wire stor;^ la coded with the initials of
the transmitter, the time the story is sent and the
schedule number of the story* Ihe schedule number
serves as a second slug in case new information or a
tie-in occurs 1« ter. Ihus *add ISA" at the beginning
of a wire story means that this new s»ory is an addi-
tion to "15A", which has been sent previously over
the wires, /.hen the story is over, the code may read
**BY128’*, neanlng the story waayent over the wires at
1:2b o’clock by a transrrltter svhoae Initials are ”B.Y.
See "lull ting Telegraph Copy” for copyroadlng and
editing rules
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*i*he process known as copyreading la familiar to
the editorial room only- All typewritten and telegraph
copy is handled at one desk in the editorial room.
The desk is usually horseshoe in shape- In the inside
center of the copydesk sits the slotman or copy chief.
It is his duty to deal or pass along the copy to his
subordinates after marking the copy v/ith the headline
code number, indicating the type face to be used and
what the headline count is-
Copy is then dealt to the various copyreadors
sitting along the outer edge of the copy desk. These
copyreaders are known as rim men.
Copyreaders use standardized signs and symbols
to indicate their corrections. In order to do a good
job, the copyreader must be a v/alking city directory,
a grammarian, a judge of good taste and of law as well
as a person well-versed in the style and peculiarities
of his newspaper. In short, the copyreader is usually
a veteran of his profession..
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cagmpus Take out letter.
She saw them Cr&i^Ami and turned Take out word.
Shejaaw then and|turned Separate words.
She j~fehen\ saw) and turned Transpose words
.
She sawTcand turned Add missing word. Also
used for omitted
phrases and clauses.
She saw theflu put all words on the






twice he said Ins ert comma
.
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J'i was alone^sh© said. Set off quotes.
campus Set in italics.









The end of an article.
Ihe copyroader looks
for this sign which
should he added by
the writer.
The story is not
complete at the end
of the page. Uie
copyreader looks for
this sign which should
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?yenteenty robbery in the past(^ weeks occurred
lastjnight vdien twSx^^n «earin*-«aeke brolrie into the
Jones Jewelry i0o^ and es^ped with over ;^25,000 of
jewelry. [The thieves entered ttie Washington Street
o'dU^
store about last night^ust after closing time^
^fQ Milton Jones c the owner e#-thij» a Luro was in the store
^ —
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was putting the diamonds b^ck in the case when
1 looked up and s_Jaw the^|%0#^s tending there. One had
a gun pointed at me^^ Jones said.
^The t^^gjves orderei&j!^to^hand over the diamonds^ and
Jones refused but later gave over the JewCIls when his
life was threatened-
\v
One of the men fired a shot over Jonoa head, the
jeweler said.
leones was unable to ^^^uately\^ describe the men.
He said they v^ore dark green bahdanas over the nose and
mouth bu^^uld not guess as to their Jul^lght and weight.
'Sergea^ ^m.^Boyen of the precinct s(jlj/d that hw
/Xh)h^ 0^ xJiUAj ^
thon^hfc-^nlry ~1^rcywn and -Juke Du n ly dl 11 I t. *#
** This paragraph contrtas^possible libel. To avoid
libel, either alter copy, as done here, or verify facts,
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General Rules for Editing Telegraph Copy ;
!• Delete everything that is not to appear in print*
2* Underline every character to appear in upper case*
3. Follow general copyreading symbols*
4* Follow general dateline rules*






, (^T0BE^j2 (^) - AT LEAStC^ENT^
FIVE PERSONS ARE DEAD AND SCORES WOUNDED AS TBE RESULT
OF AN OIL EXPLOSION AT IHE DREDNOT CEHiJICA.L COMPANY HERE*
\jENRY^J^QpBBY, PRESIDENT OF THE COMPANY, WAS KILLED
INSTANTLY WHEN THE EXPLOSION OCCURED AT 12:15 P*M*
F0UR-ALAR2m blaze FOLLOWED THE EXPLOSION THE CAUSE OF
WHICH HAS NOT YET BEEN DISCOVERED. FIREMEN FOUGHT THE Bir
BLAZE UNTIL 4 P*M*, WHEN IT WAS BROUGHT UNDER CONTROL*
IDENTIFICATION OF THE OTHER DEAD HAS NOT BEEN COMPLETED*
4TiB
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Proofreading is the process of correcting all
printed materiel. V/here copyreading is peculiar only to
the editorial room and consists of correcting all original
materiel, proofreading takes place In or near the com-
posing room In a cubicle or room called the proofroom.
A proof is pulled from linotype slugs which are
placed in a galley until final corrections. After cor-
rections are made on the proof, the same corrections are
made on the slugs and the entire story is placed In the
chase
.
UBually, two proofreaders are necessary to complete
the proofreading process. The holder reads the original
copy sent from the editorial room. The reader checks
the printed story with the original for errors in spell-
punctuation, position and omissions and checks to
see that the copyreader’s directions to the printer have
been followed.
The front page and the editorial page are the most
important pages to the proofreader. These pages are
checked first by the proofreader and later, when the
complete page proof has been pulled, are generally re-
checked by either proofreaders or copyreaders.
Proofreading symbols are not the same as copyreading
symbols. The following newspaper symbols are generally usedi
Kf r
i
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Take out the letter or word.
Insert.
Stet. Let It stand as orlglna.
More space.
Less space".
Raise letter or word.









































^ /• Wrong font.
.oUJ Set in Italics.
Use capitals.











x.uestlon. Set aside until original
is checked and there is verification
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In Jewels as Crime
Vlave Continues Here
17th robbery in the past
xijuM weeks oc cured last n'T'ight ^ ^
two masl^d men byoke in-jm
the Jone^Xbbwelry company
" and Escaped with over §25000
\ worth of jewelry.
' Ihe thieves entered the
reet store about ^
last nightiii^u^
I was mttinp the dia-^ ^
monds back in the casetwhen I
'J~f
'
looked up and saw the two
<;;^Sergean^ William Boyen of the
first precinct said that police
are now certain of their l^ub^^"
pect and will make an arrest to-
mo rrow
•
Jones, owner, was in the
sjtore when the thieves entered
er closing time, /ngjilton
through a basement window.
staj
oned. One of the men fired a
shot over Jones* head, the jew-
eler said.
was uixable to adequate-
ly describe the two men. ^He
they wore dark green bapQahas
over the nose and mouth but
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TTPE PACES and ME/^SUR ElfENTS
Type Fucqs
Basically, type facaa may be divided into five
categories. Type manufacturers, such as Intertype,
Linotyjpe end Ludlo'w, use the basic type faces, but
each company makes its face distinctive by employing a
somewhat different shadin^^, thickness or thinness to
the letters. The five type categories are:
1« Text - The oldest of the t pe faces. This old
English face is orii>te and difficult to read.
Text*s rich, ornate face is used for church
signatures and some text. Cloister is the
nost readable of the Text faces.
HoBian - The ciost frequently used of the type faces.
a. Old style - Old style Homan faces have only a
slight difference between the weights of the
do«n«- and croi^ a-strokes. Serifs are usually
rounded into the letters. Exs spies are
Cheltenham and Antique.
b. modern - Modem Roman faces ere characterised
by a marked difference in the weight of the
strokes. lo\7n-strokes are rmich heavier than
cross-strokes. Serifs ere vertical end molded
into the charectors. Bodcni is the best-
known Kodern face.
3. Gothics and ^ana Serifs - Straight, heavy, uniform
letters. There is no difference whatsoever
in stroke weights. Squared serif faces are
basically the sarae as- Gothics, except for
their heavy, squared serifs. Ihc serifs are
the san^e weight as the letters. Tempo end
Franklin are two examples.
4. Scripts awl Cursives - script and Cursive type
faces are feminine and slanted. Both reseMble
hendw;ri ting, but Script letters appear to be
attached to each others, whereas Cursive
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5* Eccentric* • Eccentric type face* are nondescript
and cannot be classified. These type faces
are used primarily in advertisements, vfhere
novelty la desired.
Type Measurement*
1. Typo Is measured as follows:
Typo sizes ere measured by the standard point
system. There are 72 point* to an Inch,
one point equalling l/72 of an Inch. Regular
or standard type sizes are measured from the
agate size of 5^ points, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14
po inis . Ihese sizes are generally used for
body type.
Point sizes then Jump by 6s from 18 to 48; then
progress by 12s from 48 to 72. Type from 12
to 46 points Is generally used for headlines.
Of course, there are other sizes, larger, smaller
and In between standard sizes, but these
bastard sizes are not generally used.
Agate size type is generally used for classified
ads and for measuring advertising lineage.
There are 14 lines of agate type to an Inch.
Type set solid (set on the same point-size slug)
may be measured as follows : measure from the
base of a letter to the base of a letter on
the next line. It la Impossible to measure
accurately type that Is not set solid.
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2. In moBSurlng column lengths »«nd widths, printers
use the pica or pica em msusursnent* Six
picas are equal Ic one Inch
,
one pica equalling
12 points or l/6 of an inch. Ihe typical
newspaper column measures 12 picas from one
end of the type slug to the other. Ho'^^ever,
daily press columns rnty not appear to be 12
picas because of the 8hri;ikage in the mats
during stereotyping.
A nonpareil (rhymes »Tit>i well ) is six points
or one-half pica.
Leading la the term used vhen the printer inserts
blanl; spacers (usually two point spacers)
between the lines of type so that the typ9
lines will stand out bet ween the hite spaces
on the printed page and consequently v¥ill be
easier to read. The larger or blacker the
type, the greater should be the ajK>unt of white
space between each line. Therefore, six point
type may be set solid (without white space)
and 12 point type ciay be leaded anywhere from
two to six points.
The same affect is achieved by placing smaller
point-si se type on larger p>oint-sl5;e a}ags.
Six point type may be set solid (on a six point
slug) or leaced »it^ one point leads between
each line or set on a seven point slug.
The iT:Ost con on newspaper body size is seven
point type on an eight point slug.
A popular end attractive si?e for editorial
mt>tter is ten point type on a 12 point slug.
4. Type high is .918 of an inch, measured from the
base of the slug to the printing surface.
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WHITING and SCHEIXJLING Hf.^DLIKfiS
Taking > headline count .
The follo«iu|^. raethoci of headline counting ia
common:
Upper caae letters :
Count aa one and one-half (la) - all upper
case letters except -
Count as two (2) - W»
Count as one (1) - I.
LOffer case letters ;
Count as one (1) - all lover case letters
except -
Count as one-half (4) - f, i. 1, t»
Count as one and ont^-half (l|) - a, w.
Kirupes ;
Coutit as one and one-half (ij) - all figures
except -
Count Hs one (1) - 1, all fractions*
Pu iCtuation:
Count as one-half (^) - al marks of punc-
tuation except -
Count as one (1) - the 4Uestion mark, the dash
Spaces between words;
Count all spaces between words as one-half (|)
^Miscellaneous
:
Count as one and one-half (1^) - ©le dollar
sign ($), the **and" sign (&)•
'i w
.
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ftRITIWJ HS^- ELI Hi'S
Observe the following: rules in th« practice of writing
headlines ;
1. A good heedline cont^^ins both a subject and a
predicate*
2* Oenerfilly set all headlines flush left, unless
writing a deck or ban>. Strive for an even
right at^rgin* In any c«se, the top line should
be the longer or longest*
5* Ihe size of the headline is dependent upon the
value of the story* ihe greater the number
of characters in the headline count, the
srasller the type size*
4* Sports headlines are generally largo in type
size. Use type f 'Cna 24 to 4B points for
sports heads.
5* Feadlines for society stories are generally small
in type slfio* use no larger than 50 point
type for society heads*
6* All headlines should be both upper end lo er c^^se
for roadability*
7* The first word in every line must begin with a
capital letter*
8* Prepositions and conjunctions should never end
a line, since it breaks up c complete thought*
Prepositions and conjunctions of less than
five letters should bo set entirely lover
case, unless they begin a nev line*
9* An adjective should tiever be separated from its
modifier by being placed on a different line*
10* Use single quotation marks in a headline*
11. Always strive for maxiraum character count, but
never go beyond it*
12* ihe headline should come from the lead of the
story OP the most timely or most local element
wltliin the story*
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15* Avoid headlines which require marks of pa xtua-
tion.
14. Never split a verb by aeparatin^r it in two dif-
ferent lines.
15. Each line should contain a complete urdt of
thoa^ht.
16. Strive for action words, especially in the top
line of a three-line head.
17. Avoid the imperative in a headline.
18. Decks and banks follow tho same headline r*ules
but are Indented one am from the left margin.
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QbsTve tho follo<iln|i rules In tJie pi*ectlce of writing
picture Cftptions ;
!• ^rlte the taumber of columns the picture will teke




2. Slug the back of every glossy end engreving
so th&t everything can be im^tched in the
eonposing and imposing rooms. Slugline on
the copy and the back of the cut should be
identical.
5.
«rite the first thiree or five *ords entirely in
upper case and make those fli^st ^rords inter-
esting. Ihe entire outline must carry the
saoe elenents ss a regular news lead.
4 . Remembwr thnt engravings are reversed images of
wh»it will appear on the printed p-ge. )wn
listing a group of people In a cut «nci working
from the engraving » write up as they will
appear left to ri^t» but yo’i rill see the
group right to leit- '^hon working from a
photograph or glossy, the print will appear
exactly as it >«111 in the newspaper.
5. Overlines are t^hose lines which a/penr above the
cut, and az»e wrltian at the copy duslD.
6. »«hen a one-column cut acctKspanles a stor;', simply
Identify tho poimon in the picture on a
separate slugged sheet.
7. hen a cut of >nore than once column accompanies
a story, follow general cut line rules, but
make the outline shorter and less complete.
\ outline cf this sort serves as a sort of
auxiliary headline and should make the reader
.want to read the story.
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lIEAr,UPlNO PICTURHS
Nowsp&per photographs smy bo token on practically
any nake of oariera* Size is of little mattor on the
orlginf.l photograph* It’s what’s in the picture that
counts* *%e elersents of action and hunien interest
oake up the good neespaper picture*
Ihe final judgement of vhat ''cuts'* go into the
newspaper rests with the art editor, makeup or city
editor* It is his duty to evalut: te the glossy on the
basis of its elements of reader interest*
Bulftono photoengraving is the process of photo*
graphing "glossy" prints throu^ a glass screen made
up of many crossed lines. For newspaper use, the screen
is usually 65*line to 85*line, meaning 65 lines to
85 lines mn both horizontally and vertically in one
square inch* screened negative is then exposed
onto a sensitized copper or zinc plate*
(It is important to note that the higher the screen*
ing, the rm:>rQ the number of crossed lines and conse*
quently the :3ore detail in a picture* Cuts on a better
grade of heavy-costed p^per may run as high as 15C-
screen, but because of the course grade of newsprint,
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Ooe copper or sine plate is usu^^lly large enou^
to acconodate sbout a half dozen two-^coluran cuts.
The plate is tnen bathed in nitric acid and pow-
dered with a resistant until the impressions are cle^r.
*Ihe cuts on the sizzle plate are then saved off*
liewspaper cuts are uniforinly neasured by column
width. A regular column is 12 picas or two Inches
wide. Guts, therefore, ore first measured by width,
as ’’three column cut", "two coluian cut" and so on.
The perfect iiiotograph is exactly the even width of
the newspaper columns and is made up only of those
elements of interest to the reader. Ho worry about
metsuring pictures here. Ihe photoongraver will pro-
cess the picture exactly ss it is end the end product
will be a halftone cut, exactly duplicating the original
in size and content, but in a reverse image.
iBut such a circumstance is rare, ‘^ore often
the pictures contain inconsequential trivia which
:r;erely take up good space. Some nust be "cropped"
in order to get the oost out of them. Others are too
small and must bo blown up. Still others are exactly
suitable in makeup but must be reduced in size. These
are the proble-ns of the art editor.
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If he orders a cut at twice its original width,
the finished plate will be four times the original
size, since there must be a corresponding increase
in depth. Likewise, if the order is to cut the picture
by one-half, it will end up one-fourth its original
size.
Reducing the size of the picture
In reducing the size of a picture, it is necessary
to remember the ^square rule” - that the reduction in
width brings a corresponding reduction in depth. To
measure the reduction, the art editor draws a light
diagonal lino across the back of the picture from the
upper left hand corner to the lower right hand corner.
From the upper left corner, ho measures along the top
until the desired column width is reached. 1!hen, at
that point, he drops a vertical line to the point where
it reaches the diagonal. Now he draws a horizontal
line back from the point where the vertical hits the
diagonal to the left hand side of the picture. Ihe
oblong in the upper left corner is the exact room the
picture will take in the paper, and the entire original
picture will appear in print.
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Cropping
Suppose, however, that the result of cutting makes
the picture too small. Suppose, also, that there are
elements within the picture wMch may be cut out without
destroying the original interest of the picture. The
editor will then decide what elements can be "cropped"
and he cuts along both sides or any one side of the
picture until what remains will fill the desired column
Y/idth. There is no corresponding reduction in depth
in cropping, since the photogra^ is now exactly the de-
sired size. The same cropping may be done to the depth
of the picture as is to the Width*
Enlarging
If the picture is to be enlarged or "blown up",
the ultimate size of the finished product can be de-
termined. Here, the editor pieces the print face down
on a larger sheet of papei^n the upper left-hand corner.
He draws a light diagonal from the upper left corner,
through the picture and down to the lover right corner
of the larger sheet. He then lays the ruler along che
top edge of the picture and starts a horizontal line
across the top until he reaches the desired width. At
this point, he drops a vertical to the diagonal, forming
an oblong which will be the new size of the final cut.
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Hie I£ul-T-Rule method
Hie "llal-T-Rule, like the slide rule, is also used
for measuring the final results of cutting and enlarging*
It is rather simple to determine the results of cutting
or enlarging by this mathematical method* First the
art editor determines the original length of the pic-
ture on the top "A" bar and the original depth on the
"B” bar. He puts the two figures on a straight line«
one underneath the other. H>en ha determines the
width he prefers to have on the bar. Its corres-
ponding depth is that figure underneath the new width
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TilE NET/SPAPER STYLE SHEET
GENERAL RULPS FOR THE PREPARATION OF COPY
!• Typewrite all copy*
2* Use X 11 inch white or yellow copy paper.
3* Double or triple space all copy*
4. In the upper left hand comer of the first page,
typewrite your name, surname first, and a one-or
two-word ”slug", indicating the nature of the story*
Smith, John
Rotary outing
5. Start each successive page of the story with your
surname, the "slug” and the number of the page in
the upper left hand comer*
Smith rot^iry outing 22222
Smith rotary outing 33333
6* Start copy half-way down the first page, leaving
margins of at least one inch on both sides* Start
each successive page an inch and one-half from
the top*
7* Indent all paragraphs at least five spaces*
8* End each page at the close of a paragraph* End
each line with a complete word as often as pos-
sible*
9* If copy is more than one page line, write "more"
in the middle of the bottom margin*
10* Use only one side of the paper*
11* Indicate the end of an article with the sign
or the figure "30", typewritten about an inch be-
low the last paragraph of the story and in the
middle of the page*

30 .
12* Typowrlto one article on a page, imloss the articles
or© a series of iteraa wiiloh are to run together
\mder one headline* List each iten in a separate
paragraph and nm Itens with one slug*
13* Roatl over all copy after you >iave finished* Check
and double-chock spellln;:, addresses, figures and
style sheet*
14* Use tJie synbol ^ around the first letter t6
indicate the beginning of each i>aragreph*
I lindi
c
ations that the Atlantic Pact
will be silked before the end of the nontli**
15* never write perpendicularly in the nargina*
16* Write "folo copy" in tlae left raargln to Indicate
and intentionally nisapellod word or a nano that
is spelled oddly*
17. Circle all directions to the printer*
10* Mco all corrections legible with a soft copy
pencil* Never strike over a letter. Cross out
the wrong letter, word or group of words and print
or type in wliat is correct*
19* Underscore all handwritten "a*s", "u’s" and "w^s”;
oversoore all "o*s**, "n’s" and "n*s", when mklng
corrections*
20* Use refpilar oopyrcaciing synbols when correcting copy*
21* Keep copy clean*
22* Bo acoiirato* Be speedy. Be objective* Steer
clear of Imckneyed expressions and big words*
Be clear and concise; fresh in yoijr approach to
each news story* Never be wordy* If one para-
grai)h will tell the story, write one paragraph*
State the facts - all the facts*
23* Personal coianenta are out* Leave editorial oorasient
out of each nows story. rp.
24* Quote sources of autliorlty for every article*
Quote evc^ry word correctly* It mkes your story
factual*
©sr^-is>,£ri7 «wa'^ li?r
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C;5« Don’t be a wiseaoi?e« ?ou may end up on the uroni;
side of a libel suit* ^toh the general tone of
your story* v/hen in doubt, consult your city
editor. He is the final Judge on all natters*
20* If 70U are In doiibt about spelling, abbreviation





Im Generally speaking', a atralc^it newa story la written
In the Inverted pyraold style. Itio nost Inportant
facts CO in ths lead, liaoh auaoeasivo paragraph
la of leaser lxi^>rtance than tlie one preceding It.
This zaakes for easier reading and aids the nakeup
editor in cutting the story to fit tlie alloted
apace.
2. The Lead.
A. The lead la ttio noat ir^rtant part of the
nows story. It nust bo written to catch
the reader's eye and hold hla interest
throughout the rest of tlio o4iory.
B. Tlie olenents of "wlio", "what", "whore",
"when", ?%tiy" and "how" should bo included
In the load, "tdio", "what" or "wliy" ai?©
generally the riust ic^rtant olenents.
Any of tlio three niay begin tho stoi^y,
doxJ^ding ux>on its roliitlvo Is^xirtanoe
to the story. Rarely open the load wiUi
tho "whore" or “wiion" elenonts.
C. Readership aurveys show that tho short,
factual sentence of about 17 words la
bust. A load can be two sentences in
length, but should rarely e:;ceed 27 words
In all. ^
D. lelake your lead read srioothlyt noa<l it
over to yourself. Avoid dependent clauses
and phrases. Use simple, declarative
smitoncos*
5. T5ie Roiminlng Paragraphs.
i. A. The rules of unity, cohorelioe and omphasio
apply hoi*o. Koep one thouglit In each
paragraph. The principal idea should
load the imrograph.
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C» C^uouationa of r^z*4 than one sontenoe are
always aet off in a soparato para^i^plu
One aeiit«^oo quotes laay rate a ooparato
ParaGraph- depoadinG upon tliolr lr^r*.:anoo
or "punoh"^ (See "Quotations”).
D. TJ?7 for variety In sontenoe str-j-cturop
althougli tlio sontonooa should be sliort.
Don’t begin suooesaivo paragraplis with
siollar words, phrases or clauses.
£• When opening a now paragraph, nse the
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!• )iBic,h son toroe takes a oom^;leto s\ibJeot and a ooo*
plete prcMiioate. It oxp]resae3 a oonpleto thoxs^ht*
Kuep tho verb aa near to its aubjoct aa possible*
2* Sln^nilar nouns take alneular verba# rforda denoting
gxK)up8 tales singular verbs s
A# V?oi»d8 ending wltli tlxe aufflxo -one#
(Soaconc, no one, none, everyone)#
D# VTords ending in -body. (Soiaebody, nobody)#
C# ^ords ending in -lea# (Poll ties, ooononlca)#
D. Colleotive nouns such as: coranitteo,
fanily, audience, asauciatlon, group,
club, society#
B. "Gone**, "several** and **few** are not
collective nouns# Bach tokos a preposi-
tional clause aa its modifier# Each takes
a plural verb#
Sone of tho boys are going altliough
tlie club is not sponsoring the neat#
Noon© will bdnlt he la going, but
a few are preparing to leave on tho
next train#
5# oho Verb#
A. Know the princiiml parts of all oonrion verbs.
B# Learn tho correct usage and prinoiiial
parts of such verba as:
to lay - takes a (iirect object; transitive#
to lie - takes no direct object;
intransitive#
iho hen laid an egg as tho
hobo lay in tho hayloft#

to i*iso - Intransitive verb; no cllreot
object.
to raise - transitive verb; takes a
direct object.
I raised my head to watch the
sun rise*
4* Pronouns.
A. ”Who” refers to persons.
B. "'Ihat** refers to places and things.
C. **v/hlch” refers to anlzmls and things.
5. Adjectives.
Do not roly on an adjective and a noun to
toko the place of a strong verb. Do not
overuse an adjective In a nows Story.
Pair « ihe volcano was red-hot. It was so
noisy, t;ie entire island was foar-
s trickon.
Good - iho volcano boiled under txio red-hot
flanes. Its force, its fury raged over
the «itlro island. Panic hit the in-
habitants.
6. J^lfiers.
Never misplace a liodlflor. Put tiie modifying
word, itoase or clause close to tiiat which It
nodifles. A nlsplaced aodlfier can bring an
entirely different interpretation.
J4rs. Frank J. Waterford si!uished the bottle of
— f ohmipagao against the hull of Ui© boat, dressed
In black satin wit^i a fishtail back.
7. Propositions.
Rarely start a story wltli a preposition or
a prepositional plirase.
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A* Coc^jaiH) only like things with llko« "She la
teller than I, but hor hools are lower tlian
Jane*a«"
B# Uao "noro than** or **fewer tlmn** wlien conparlne
- a nusiber of persons or things#
C# Us© **ovcr" or "loss than” when conparlng
quantities#
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!• All proper nouns*
2* Days of weeks and months of year*
3* Names of specific political parties and organizations
as: Democratic, Republican, British Dnpire, Repub-
lic of France, Fascist, ComLiunist*
4* Titles only when they appear before a name and are
not separated from the nsuno by a coraiaai
Senator Lodge; Congressman McCormack; V/alter
Reuther, president; for vice president, George
Watson*
5* Names of specific sections of the country v/hen
they stand alone:
*
"Oyient, I^dwest, iihst. South* (not compass points)*
6* Names of i*ellgious denominations, nouns and pro-
nouns referring to a dlety:
Old Testament; Lutheran; Catholic; the Koran*
7* Principal words in the titles of plays, books,
articles, poems, pictures, newspapers, lectures,
including the first article:
”Hie Life of Mozart”; The Boston Globe;
” jflie Gift of the Magi”*
8* Abbreviations of college degrees as: Ph*D*, M.A*
9* Nsuaes of races, nationalities and localities:
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10. Nicknames of cities, states and athletic organi*
zations
:
Boston Red Sox; Detroit Red Things; Bean
Town; the Hub; the Cradle of Liberty.
11. Principal words, in holidays;
Fourth of July; Mother’s Day; Labor Day.
12. Chemical symbols and compounds, as NaCl, Ag, HgO.
15.
Names of specific state and federal legislative
bodies I
United States Congress; the House of
Representatives; Parliament; the French
Assembly.
14. Definitive words which are used instead of the
term "United States" and meaning the same thing,
as Union, Republic, Nation, the States.
15. Wie words number, figure, chapter, room, hotel,
lako, etc. when followed by a number, letter or
name t
Lake Charles (but the Charles river);
Hotel St. Pierre; Room 24; No. 471.
16. Distinguishing names of clubs, societies, churches,
companies, etc., but not the general terms.
First Presbyterian church; DuPont company;
Audubon society.
17. Breeds of animals, but not the general term;
Cocker spaniel; Persian cat; Scotch terrier.
18. Specific names of fruits, vegetables and flowers;
American Beauty rose, McIntosh apple.
19. Abbreviations of well-known organizations, agencies,
military units and call letters of radio stations.
Do not leave spaces or insert periods;
VHDH; ROTC; NRA; HOLC; CCC; VF"; USN
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iipithets affixed to proper naraea:
Catherine the Great; Ivan the Terrible.
Parts of compounded words which would ordinarily
be capitalized if they stood alone
s
anti-Russian; un-Z^merlcan; pro-Republlcan.
First word of a direct quotation which is a com-
plete sentence
I
John said, "Will Mabel be able to go?”
"Her mother won’t let her," Mary answered.
Wlien in doubt, do not capitalize.
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!• Titles used after a nano, except «h«x roferring; to
tho iTosidont of the iMltod States*
Joseph Klchols, superlutoiulont of sol.oola;
rraiik Snlth, prtxsl lent of the Greek club.
2* Tlie f’eneral temo referring to a specific orf^anlao-
tlon, tlio full title of vliloh Is (jlvon end when the
tem follows the specific none:
Tills list includes: acad<siy, association,
avonuo, bay, board, bridge, bureau, canal,
oonxission, costiittee, convention, court
(except united States Supreme Court), county,
department, division, emlansy, govemnent,
Imrbor, island, txuaeun, park, ptor, place,
river, road, street, station, imlveraity,
valley*
3. llanos of boards or cotE?ilttet?a when referring to
groups wltiiln a club or organisation*
Writes the dance coEKiltte© of tho Players
club; the rales ooEL-lttee of the !!ouse of
Ropresontatlves*
4* ihe toms a.n*, p.m*, o’clock, noon, nldnight*
5* Kancs of studies or deparfeients, except the uai.Ks
of languages:
i/rite: tiie natiiienatica dei^arteerit; the Jouma-
llsn office, the English departnont*
6* Solontific nanea of plants, anleialn or birds*
7* Points of tho conpass*
8* Seasons of tho year.
9* Tho gesxeral toms govemnent, adninistration, federal,
national, legislature, p >stofflee, city liall, do-
parti^nts of state, treasury, labor, etc*
10* The subject of a dobr.te* The fom is:
Resolved: That the handling of forel^yi affairs
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12* Cota.non nouns, orlG-nally proper nanos:
TTirito: o}ilna»aTM3, moa Ian road, raopocoo
leathor, frenoh fried po totoes, southern
fzd.od ohloken, i>arl3 i^roeti, godspeed, plaster
of parls*
13» The prefixes von, di, do, io, la, except when they
begin a sentence* Dutch nanes of Van are capltaStizod*
14* C(»i on iNsligloua toms as hell, hcavon, fJevll^
gospel.
16* College degrees, when spelled out:
Widte: bachelor of arts; doctor of letters*
16* Bills and acts as teroa;
Write: the laft-Jlartley sot; House bill 264#
17* ’^ntlos, when they fol3.ow a none or precede a nano
anti are aOi-ariited froti the imne by a coiana:
Tlie following titles fall Into this category:
ohalr!:mn, coruilasluner, consulate, dliHiotor,
judge, tm|^s::rate, president, vice president,
aooi^it€iry, treasurer, etc*
18* Hie adjectives national ar^d federal*
19* V?hen In d.oubt, do not capitalize*
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the Ri^t Rev. Sgt.
the Rev. Fr. Cpl.
the Rev. Mr. Pfc.
Qov. Pvt.
Lt. Gov.
2* Name of a state when it is preceded by the name




Ariz. Md . Okla
.













Iowa N.H. Wa sh
Kan. N.J. W. Va
Ky. N.M. Wis.
La. H.Y. Wyo.
3. Names of months of more than five letters in dates
and datelines.
4. The word ’’number” when it is followed by a figure;
No. 6; No. 435
/ i'i.i .-'ao-'
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5* Colle(^c a!id acacloiiic titles vhon used wlUt !ianca:
Paul Lawson, ?h.D«; Dr. Paul Ijiwson.
?lovor liflcs Dr. Paul i:iiiw8on, Ph.D.
Wrlto: Prof. John Bi'own, but Profoaaor Brown#
C# Saint, Mount, and Fort, when uaed as a part of a
proper noun:
3t# Louis; Ft. "/a^e, Ht# r/ash'ngton#
7. I’omins to a#n#; afternoon to p.n# when a specific
tlcse is r4ontloncd and tlie word ”o*cloclc:* is not
used, v/hen nsinc. ”o* clock” wrlto: 7 o’clock In
the mon\lnii»
8# ?/ell-iCiOirn orgaiilF-atlono or agenolca. Do not
use tlie period:
D/dl; Gvn; HOLC.
9. Jr#, Sr# T/rlto: John Jones, Sr#
10# Scripture citations: Qon* 4: 2-9#
11. Hover use ”etc” In a news storv. If a list la In-
ccftiplete, use a fors of the verb ”to lnclu<te** or
wrlto up wliat you liave#
'!h« list includes: lira. Jolin Sawyer, Miss
Hatali o Jhlto, Hiss Marie Lani^iley and Bill Snlth#
DO !I0T
1# Christian ttunes, except in s^x^rts atorios.
2# ITanca of studies or collegiate departaents#
3. Street, road, aver;uo, square, corporation,
association, society, university, railroad, railway,
institute, building, etc#
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7* vtidLto out eonts» cent, per cent; do not use the sl^'yis.
0. Tluraes of foreign countries.
9« Standard eelghts and Eieasurw^ents
10. T?hen In doubt, do liot abbreviate*
r
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In genernl, follow the miles of




1. At the end of a sentence.
2. Between dollars and cents: |i5.9&
^5. After abbreviations: Gen. Lucius D. Clay.
4. After each initial in a name: R.L. Batson.
6. Use a series of four periods to indicate part of
a quotation has been omitted. However, avoid quote
omissions as mue)i as possible.
Omit the period:
1. vhen using whole numbers in ainounts of money:
$10; 5 cents; but $10.05
2. In well-known abbreviations, radio call letters,
chemical symbols and compounds.
5. After nicknames in sports stories.
4. Never being a paragraph with a series of periods
indicating part of a quotation has been omitted.
THE COMMA
Use the comma:
1. To set off a participial phrase.
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3 • In a sories or Hat - but not before tiio oonjunotlon -*
vliere there are tluHio or nore In nhe aeries*
Hod, whit© and blue; Janes, John or Ileairy.
4* In rocordlnc elections, use the followinc fom:
Jones Johnson, president; Hanry Brown, vice
prcsl(i^t; tThitney Long, treasurer; Barry
Sullivan, secretary*
5* Ho sorarate a city fron a state: Boston, L'ass*
6* Ho separate a person fron his address:
Jolin Brown, 16 Lake street, Dolton, Me.
7* In sixjrts stories, to separate a player fiMn his
position:
TJilllans, If; I^illlagglo, rf. »
8* In s:x>rts scores: Barvard 10, Brown 4*
9* “lb separate the name fron Jr* or Sr*
Johix D* }?ockefoller, Jr*
10* iVlien it is accessary for the sake of clarity.
Do not use a oorcia;
1. Between feet and inches in a laeasuro; 6 feet 6 inches*
2* Between two dlvlsijns'df tine when they are inter-
related:




1* In writing the tine of flay: 7:45 o’clock In the noming*
2* Ho Introfiuco a series of rHJSults:
TSie followinr: officers wexN& elected: Franklin
Adaios, president; George Polk, secretary*
j’
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3» "To int2?oduco q resolution: Resolved: Hmt tlila
country la a true (ienooi^oy.




5* In usinn « quotation of one or more ixirQ^:rapha,
use a colon to end the preceding: paragraph:
In regard to the critical situation In Cliina,
he said:
"I doubt If any solution to the problem will
be reached UJLs year*
"It remains to be seen If the Chinese amy
will got any stronger silth the addition of Anerlcan
aid*




1. In a series of olcotlon results:
Qeorgo Stevenson, president; Alden Smith, vice
president; John Adamson, treasurer.
2* In a series of nones and addresoes:
Injur^jd In the collision wore: Frank Godon,24,
55 Abington road, Lynn; Miss Grace i:)yor,
54 Geavor stireet, Reading; Mrs. ITomn Dyer,
also of 54 Seavor street.
THE
qao tlie das}i;
1. vVlien using vorbatln testlraony:
4. - vihat tine did the accident oc-jur?
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2* For enpliatlo pause:
It was all aho could sa^ - for the nonent.
3« 'll) indicate an unfinished sentenoec
”SJell, 1*11 bo • he said*
4* Ito announce te-'Cts of sornono: First Coi^nthians }.5:1*10*
5* iO aniiounce sixirts events:
100 yard dash - Jones, rii*st; Casey, second*
50 yard dash « Sitiith, first, Andrews, second*
7?i: A?or>^or:r:
Use the ai.Qstro^.ihoi
1* In contractions such as I^vc, can»t, won^t, ^52*
2* In mkint: plurals of letters: six C’s; four f*s*
3* indicate ix>aea3lon| Jolm’s car la li^ht ri»oon*
4* Use only one apoatropho to Indlcato oonriori ixisosslons
Suith and Brown’s office*
5* If tho no\an ends in ”s", forn the posessive by adding
tho apostrophe sign only:
Jones’ donkey; Strauss’ nusic*
6* It’s is a contraction of “it la"*
7* Its is the posessive pronoun*
0* r/rltos How Year’s Day; ilother’s Day*
Qnit the apostrophe;
1* In ooEsion oonti^ctions suc2i as phone, bus*
2* In forming tho plurals of figures: four 17s; late ’90s*
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!• '!t> Join ooc^und nodiflors when tlio ncanlnc would
not be clour witliout tho hypiion;
rroo-style; so-called; house- to-hou»e«
2. With fractions;
one-lialf; two-sevmttha.
3. Oonerully, wltii a Latin prefix if the prefix has
not bocon© part of tho word:
post-uorten but ;x>stimater;
oxtra-aural but extruoinliuury.
4. ‘.Tlion oor\pouxic!lns proper nouns;
im-Araerlcan; pro-Hepublican.
5* With suffix ** elect”*
Frosldcmt-olect Jolinson presided at tiie neeting.
Onlt the hyphen ;
1. In titles suoxi as vice president, mnaglng editor.
2. In separating hours; fron 10 to 12 o’clock In the
nomlng.
3. In separating units of measure:
'Hie pon'i Is from 6 to 8 feiit deep;
He welg'is between 100 and 190 pounds.
4. In recordln^^ balloting;
'Hio vote was 450 to 325 in favor of the bill

5. In rcoordini: scores:
i^Mue won 12 to 0«
6* Th© toiidonoy is towards conblniag aoi'ds anil oraittlng
the liyi^ien. »lhcn In doubt, use th© Iiyphen If th©
neanin.^' would not be clear witliout It*
TTiE ^uJiK
Use the question cuirk at tlie end of any couplerto
thou(3ht which ©xi^reasoa an interroi^ation, rhetorical
or otliorwis©*
Use parentliosea;
!• In describing a con,^resauari*3 politioal ;j«irty and
his state, use the following fom:
Senator Loverott saltonotall (R~Mass)«
Reprosentatlvo John If* J-toComack (iViftxss)*
2* In preaentini; the title of a newspaper, us© tlie
followlnn fom:
'3io C^uinoy (Hass) Patriot Loditor-
However, if tiio city la very large and well-known,
it is unnecessary to include the naao of tlie state:
Hio How Yoric Post; Baltimore Sun*
5* inmctiiatc a sentence wliich includes a parenthetical
expression as if the ©nolusad words were not there:
Pollowinj, the luncheon, (wliicii is to begin at
noon) Marcus Italltoa will lecture on floral
ar : angoc^n ts •
4* If a nark of punctuation la required after tiie
parentheses, punctuate outaido the second curve*
Ctoit toe parentheses:
Omit the imrentheses as much as ;x}Ssiblo* "Bie paren-
thotical expression bz*oaks up a streiua of thought
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1* Quote the title of a book, play, li ctui*e or article:
"Ttio Gi^oa of W:^th”;
Ilia sertaon Is entitled "Faith - la It as Strong
ao 3?er?"
"now to Boat a Cold" appeared In Life nagaalno.
2. Place Eiarka of punctuation Inside the quotation
narks which nake up a conplotc sentence, or ifhen
the quotation narks are part of the title.
"I will not go#** John said*
His book Is entitled "Uhero Will It
Z* Artlclos, prepxjsi tlon, conjunctions and other words
which do not begin a title and are not an Important
factor wltliln t}ie title, sliould not be capitallzod.
4. ifhen a direct quotation by one person la more Umn
one jwxra :ra;^ in lengtli, place the quotation marks
at tiie beginning of eaoli sucocssive paragraph, but
at the end of the last iiamgraph of direct quotation
only*
5* If words or phrases nooepsarlly liave to be omitted
fron a direct quotation, use a series of four do^a
to Indicate onlsslon* However, this forr,! Is typo-
graphically poor and should be used as seldom as
possible* Never us© nore thar; two seides of four
dots in one parap^raph or nore tlmn three series
in the entire story.
6. Rarely load a story with a long, direct quotation.
A quote of about four or five words In length Is
acoept:ablc for a lead.
7* Ix> not use quotation toarks if the woi^a are a
signed coraounlcatlon as a letter to the editor*
Tf'rlte verbatin and place the sl^ymture at the end
of tile last quoted * aragrai:h*
8. Rarely use a body of noi^ than two ]>arGgimpha of
direct quotation* Break up direct quotes with in-





9* v/h«n copying; aji extract fron another newnpapor, do
not use quotation roarks* Include the nane of the
paper (or ai^y other periodical) In the story or
end tlio extract with a dash anc’ the nane of the
X>erlodlcal» as:
- The Poston Globe.
10# hatter set In snualler type and cente.'*ed docs not
need quotation narks. liid the precedln,; paraj^raph
9lth a colon.
11. Use quotation narks to set off a unusual word the
first tluo it is used. Do not use quotes thei*eafter.
12. Do not use quotes for corKK>n niclcianea except when
the nlcknane is Included in the full name:
Joe '’Plash” Gordon, but i'lash TfOrdoni
Babo Huth, but Ooori;;c' heman "Pate” Hiith.
lo. Do not U3Q qu^->vatlon marks for verbatim tostlnony.
Use the name of the apcaVier or and A., followed
by a dasli.
14. Use quotes around a single letter, word or figure
singled out for discussion.
Vto "k*s" are included in the word "bookkeeping".
15. Use single quotation marlcs for a quote within a quote:
T3vj speaker said, "!Iathan Halo *3 faaoua state-
nent, *I have only one life to give to ny
country* is as Important today as it vias in
the 19th century."
16. lO not quote Uie names of characters in books,
plays or articles.
17. IX> not quote the names of newajjapera ov p«id.odlcal3
and do not put tlie names entirely in upper case.
18. Do not quote the najies of trains, automobiles, liouses.
estates or brands.
19« Unless specific ptirmlsslon is given by liln, the









1« Tfrlte out a full nane, or hi a two Initials,
and hla title, the first tine it la uaod in the story*
Jaiies J. Steele, executive secretary of the
National Paper cor.peny, will succeed n.T?*
Hou;^ton as dial man of the board of directors
of the oonpany. It vtaa arnounced today#
2# IX) not put "Hr#" in fro*^ of a full name an tMs
title takes tho place of tlie first nano or Initials#
3# ?ut "Hra#” before fehe naria of a narrlod wonan#
Put "flss” before t>io nane of a single Al-
ways use the full nane, not Initials, of a wonan
tile rirofc tine the n»«ne la used#
4# If a profwsaional woman ^oea by her maiden nar«i, i*o—
for to her by that nano# If It Is necoasar:/' to in-
clude her iaarrlage nans, incorporate it -aithln the
body of tho story#
5# !7hen hstnz the name of a i;*.arrl©d couple for the first
tine, write **Jlr. arid Uram** wltii tho husband’s full
nane, as ”!?r# and "rs. Janos P. Oln on**, never Janes
F. Olson and wife#
6. A pmfesslonnl title b<ilonro to one person alone#
Tfrito ”Dr# and Mrs#”,”Prof. and Mrs#”# It is never
”I!rs# Dr." or ”?!re. Prof.**.
7# Observe the following fom:
Prof. Sarsiiol Nncll of Coorcototm university,
and ?ir3. Snell#
Ih*# Franklin 0# Harding of Tufts college,
and Hrs# Ilnrdlng.
Dr. and !irs* Franklin 0# Jlardlng of !!alden#
0. The President of the Hnttod Str4tes is always capi-
talized as a title, no matter where it appears#
9# Any other title placed after a nano Is not capitalized#
10# Any other title used before the nane, sei>ai*ated froci
the none by a coma, is not capitalized*
• I

















11* ntloa U3od directly before a none and not aeparated
fron the nano by a oo^uia are ca;dtalizod»
12m Usually place titles of more than one word after a
name in In loeer case:
Dr* Rayciond o • SIIver, superintendent of so}k>o1s*
Oscar £wln^, federal security administrator.
13. Never use Honorable or Hon. except wltli British refer-
ence. Do not us© laquiru or r.H isq.
14. So© ”Abbreviati.^na^ foi* titles wiilcli sh:>uld aiid jgiliould
not be abbiHjvla ted.
15. Bhen in doubt os to the abbreviation of a feitle^ do
not ab'orevlat©.
16. A person with a doctorate degree is i*eferred to as
’’Doctor” or ”i.r.”, or by his full followed
by his proper degree. Never mbg both titles.
17. An abbreviated title only prooedcs a Never
let an abbroviatml title stand alon<>
Gen. V/alter SewAi*d will spoah toni^A^t at
G o’clock at the town liall, Salem. [he
general will speak on situation in Clilna.
la. Always oiiook a pei*son’s exact title.
19. ??rlte the full liojius of railroads and unfajilllar
or.7aiiinations, agenolviS and companies the first tine
ust^ In a story. "Hiereafter use the Initials or a
sliortened verRloii of the full lusno.
iVilllaia Filene and Sons, incorporated to
Fi lane’s.
New York, New IXaver and Ilartfoixi railroad to
Uie New Haven mllroad.
Ifciited AutorK)blle t#orkers (CIO) to IXA77.
20. It is ioor taste to us© a nicknano for a religious
orgajilxAtion, lanless the orgaiiixation ii/Self uses
a shortened version of its full nane.
21. 3ie CIO arid tiie AFL arc national and tntomatlanal
federations of unions. Write out t!i© names of mem-
ber unions the first time used and abbreviate tJie
































The Uhlted Mine Vforkora (CIO)
But Uio CIO political action committee, since
t}io corinittoe la a subdivision of the national
o i^arii 2-a 11on •
Hellr:ioU3 titles;
22m Use the tem ”the Tiev.*^ a:ui tha full ruinc when re-
ferring to nost clerical doiuraina tlona for Uio first
tine.
23. Use Uvo tem "iiabbl” Uci’ore Uie naue when referring
to a Jewish clergynon arid the torci ”Contor*’ when
roforrln/; to a Jewish oliajitei* or singer. Uao these
speolfic titles throu^^ioufc the story.
24. Observe these general mlcs:
a. ”tho Hev. Fr.“ for Catliolio priests when tiie none
is used after Uifa first tine. Cee ffulc 22.
b. "tlio Right dev.” for bl3}iops of the Catiiollc
and ^.piacopal diocese for the first tine. Use
the title "Bishop” the i’©after.
c. "tiie Very Rev.” for doana of the -placopal cluuM3h
for the first cine. 'I’hcrcaftfjr I’fifer to as ”r>oan”.
d. ”the Moat Rev.” for archbishops of the Catliolio
church for the first tine. Thereafter refer to
ns “Archbiaiiop”
.
e. ”I{la Inlnenoo” for cardinals of the Catholic
church for tiic first tizie, us His :iiinence Francis
J. Cardinal Spclliaari. fr»ereaf“or use the title
"cardinal" as Cai^inal Bpellimn.
f. Rev. Lr." for olerg;^aan with a doctorate
dofp^ee for the first tine. Thenjafter refer to
as "hr."
g. "the Rev. Ur." when referring to clergyiaan outside
of tne CaUiolic and Jewish f&itiis after the first
tine. See Rule 22.
h. "Bishop" for Motiiodlst blsitoj^a thi’ougiiout.
Oovemnent ultlts ;
25.
Use the torsas "Senator” and "Uoproscntatlve" as titles
for a n^tber of congress. Usually place tlie title
before the none.
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26* Uoo the follovlmi fom of idontification:
Senator Ijuvcratt A* Saltonstall (H-Haaa)«
27* Refer to llr.ited States attoin^eys as "TJ*S. district
attorney" •
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1* Uat' a fli^uro to do3l,rristo the tln« of lay*
2* Uso a fli^iro to deslfTiato dates of tlie yoai** lo
not use the ouff'ocos "st”, "th” oi» ”rd»"*
Oct. 30, 1940; Septa 9, 1847; A|»p11 1.
3. tJ3o flf:ux»o3 for B*.:r<ia of noney.
Do not uae the double ”0* (00) with whole
suns of noney. Ifx^tc ^10.
T?rlte out ”conts” as 5 o^^^ts•
Coriblne dollam and cents as f10*05
»rita US C^2,0a^,000; $2^,763,000*29.
Writ© out billions as 7 billion dollars In a
story, but not In a suryaary of fl^ires or a
treasury report. TTse finuros for these.
4 . Use figures for street nu^ibers.
5. Use figures for scores, degrees of terpewaturo, long-
itude and latitude, telephone nuclei’s, votes, per-
centages, dinrnaJans and units of wclfbts and neasuros*
6. Use Honan nunei^ala affixed to nones as Ilonry V,
John ncjlth III.
7. Use figures for ages.
8. Use figures for oliaptor mjonbf^rs, pciragiKiphed sections
and legal docunent Idonf fl cations.
9* In almost overy other Instance, sj^ll out all flgui^es
from one through ton. All maatocr^ above 11 should bo
used as figures.
10. l?ovor begin a sent^e with a figure. If It la ab-
solutely noce8iiai*y *‘to ttie story to begin a aentenoo
witii a niasbt?r, si>cll It out.
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11« Never use the word "and" In writing out numbers
when such numbers lead a sentence. Write as
"four hundred seventy- three".
12. Write a series of years as 1947-48; 1063-1066.
13. Write out a series of amounts of money as
$600 to $800.
14. When writing out a series of wel^its and measures,
use the general tenn only once.
She weighs between 180 and 190 pounds.
Hodges produced an average of 41.3, 49.6
and 52.3 bushels of wheat per acre In the
years 1937, »38 and *39 respectively.
15. The terms "flrst"throu^"tentli"should be written
out. Use figures afterwards with "at", "th",
"nd" and "rd". However, whole numbers as 20th,
50th or 60th may be used as figures or written
out.
16. Fi*actlons which stand alone should be written out.
17. Fractions which are part of a whole number
should be treated as the whole number Is treated.
He weighed In at 205^ pounds.




General rales for writing sports oo^y t
1* Use the following forma for reporting scores:
Purdue won B to 6*
Purdue 8, Tale 6.
2* Give the score first and the loi/? score
second* especlully in headlines.
5. Do not mix metaphors.
A baseball game is played by innings, not
franes or stanzas.
4. Do not use slang* cliches or brotaldes. Do not
confuse the re^^dar by using tanas he doesn*t
understand*
A football player is tackled* blocked or
downed* not "cut in half".
A pitcher strikes out s bi tter and does not
"whiff" him.
A player makes a basket in basketball; he
does not "slice the netting”.
A baseball player walks to first base; he
does not "get a free pess".
A football player runs 50 ^rds without
interference; he does not "trip lightly
across the green for 50 yards'^.
5. A team either wins or loses; it is not spanked*
whipjed* slaughtered* murdered or drowned. A
team may check* shut out* beat* defeat* u|wet*
stop* better* blank* surpass or b© victorious
over anot^'.er team. Use Hoget*s Ihessurus for
good synonyss and antonyms of the words "win"
and "lose".
6. Do not pit quotes around 4 nicknaii^e unless the
nickname is used as part of the full name. Use
only that nickname by which a player is well-
known*
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Score by innings: 125456789 R H £
Visitors 100301010 6100
Home Team 002000000 2 6 4
Errors: Stevens, 2; Batson, 2. Runs b<itted
in: Burnsi; Neal, 2; Olson; Fitts; Baggs; Stevens;
Batoon* Doubles: Ne»l« Honie runs, Neal* Stolen
bases: Olson; Flacas. Double plays: Heal to Fitts
to Sullivan, 5; ’^illard to Sullivan; Baggs to
Sullivan; Smart to Stevens to Bolts, 2; Ck>ffey to
Batson to Stevens; Si^art to Batson, 2; Flacaa to
'^uinn* Bases on balls: Baggs, 4; Coffey, 7.
Strike outs: Beggs, 3; Coffey, 7; Hit by Pitcher;
Stevensi Umpires: Delias, Place, French*
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Score by quarters 1 2 3 4
Visitors 0 7 0 0




































1. Dat«llno all stox*ies when the lead event originates
outside the city of publication.
2. The for-:, for di-tolines within ths state of publi-
cation shall be:
^UINCY, APRIL 1 - ybyor Charles A. Ross
emicuix:oci today that /*pril 19 will be a legal
holiday in city*
3* Use a single dash between ti'ie date and the first
word of the stoi*y with on© space on either side of
the dash.
4. Capitalize every letter of the city or town, but
only the first letter in the state and date*
5* Ibllow regular style on dates and abbrevietions
of Lionths*
6* Ihe dateline is indented as an ordinary paragrajph*
7* For other stales and the netionel capital, the
form shall be:
SHAFJOli, 111., April 1 -
LAIiCASTIiR, liCinn*, April 1 -
V.ASiJIK-''r’.OH, April 1 -
v^hen the nurie of the city is very fsaiiliar, the
state abbreviation need not be included In the
da telino.
BALTI. ORH, April ^ -
8. Follow t/.e same fcP^ for citlos in forelfn countries*
National capitals need not bo ii;cludad with their
countries in foreign datelines* Just name the city
of origin*
BERLIN, April 1 -
BATH, Ragland, April 1 -
9* 'Sire service copy is treated In a siiailar way,
oxcept for the credit:
DBS MOINES, April 1 (UP) -
CLYDE, Ohio, April 1 (AP) •
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18 point 18 to 20 count
#11E 1,2 line
g German Potash Bonds Drop I ^
^
' On London Stock Exchaj^ge





Tour of U,S, Plants |
18 point IS -to 20 count
#221 B 5 line
Businessmen Assail
DeverTaxProgram;
N.Y. Taxi Strike Set
36 point 17 to 19 count
HandsPresident I
. Defeat
42 point 13 to 15 count

61;.
#218BI 2,5 lire #219B 2,3 line
\Scandinavia Oriented 75-Cents Minimum Wage
To Things American Finds Little Favor in N.E.
36 point 17 to 19 count 30 point 20 to 23 count
#216BI 1,2,3 line#215B 1,2,3 line
Ho Reported Set on Cabinet, Cartoons in Their Rule Books^
Release of Full List Expected Help Humanize N.E. Plants
24 point 24 to 26 count 24 point 24 -to 26 count
#215B 1,2 line
F^tal Brawl in > Dartmouth Dormitory
Laid Directly to Excessive Drinking
18 point 30 to 32 count
3 to 8 column heads
^^^313 to #518 (last figure is number of columns)
Russia Names Vasilevsky
Chief of Armed Forces|















#323 to #328 (last figure is number of columns) 1,2 lines
!
Postwar Trend in Socialized Medicine
Reported Quickening Stride in Europe;
30 point 11 characters per column
#333 to #338 (last figure is number of columns) 1,2 lines
#343-to #348 1,2 lines
U.S. DebaJ^
36 point 1C count per col.
'DECKS
14 point 19 count max.







V-J Day Will Be Given
Out Early Tuesday
ERP to Aid
48 point '7 count per col.
#5S 2,3,4 line
Red Fleet Bombards Nip Fortifications )E^n
Korean Coast
;
Marines Take CityJP'rom Which
Supplies Made in Manchurig^^Were Sent
14 point 19 max. count per column
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14 point 18 maximun count
Two t o four column
^6CQ with - column cut
Mine Bureau Chief
24 point 12 maximum count per column
Three to eight column
SQCO with - column cut
I
U. S. Helps Chile Build Steel Industry
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IWE REPORTER’S RE^ERE^XK BOOKS
Itie follOAliig refex*ence books are usual'' y found
in most editorial offices. The good newspaperman
tf^:ould be familiar with practically all of them and
should know where to obtain his inforrastion in the
shortest i.x>8sible time.
1. l^ebster’s Unabridged International Dictionary.
2. Individual desk copies of Vebster’s Collegiate
Dictionary.
5. The City Directory.
4. Tlie teleis^ione company’s listing by stre<its.
5. Ihe telephoiM> com^4iny*s listing by na:nes.
6. ho’ 8 ^fho.




10* Dun and Bradstreet*
11. Moody's Reference series*
12. A book of familiar quotations.
15* A reference book on snriiversaries and holidays*
14* The Industrial Record.
15. Ihe baseball liegister*
16. A book of English grammar*
17* Facts on Pile*
rp' c"
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18* The Fwrraor's Almanac.
19. Town, city, county, state and national reference
manuals on Judicial, legislative and adminis-
trative offices and officers.
In addition to this list, the newspaperman should
be familiar with t)ie trade Journals of his professions
1. B^itor and fublishe^ - f?eekly reports on all
“ phases of Newspaper publishing, mostly on
dailies.
8. Publisher’s Auxiliary - Weekly reports on all
"" IShiikses nevApaper publishing, saostly on
week lies
.
3. American Press - ilontlily reports, almost exclusively
on weeiclTes •
4 * Printer’s Ini^^ , Tide , Advertising Age - Periodicals
dealing advertising r^lceup, trends, news,
etc .
5. Joumfelisa quarterly , Sie^n Reports • scholar-
ly reports dealing with newspa^r trends and
their economic ond social significance.
6. Ayers Directory - A reference book on all types
of :iorth /merican publications and the cities
and town in which they are published.
7. ieditor and Publisher Tearbook - Annual reference
~ book on ell f'iuiiy newspapers throughout the
world; reference on news ayndic^te3, press
services, schools of Journalism, newspaper
specit lists and editors; reference on adver-
tisliig lineage and circulation.
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Libel is EBBlicious def^mBtlon which tends to re-
pute the honesty, integrity or reput*»tlon of some-
one living, or blacken the laeoiory of one who is
dead. It is expressed in writing or printing, pic-
torially or graphically. It exposes a person to
public hatred, acorn, ridicule or contempt, thus
effecting injury to his business, occupation or office,*
iivery person connected with a libelous story,
from legtsan to printer, is responsible for its pub-
lication, 88 is the publisher. A reporter will stay
on the safe side if he remembers the above definition
of libel and does not use words or expressions which
would seem to reduce a person’s authority, respect-
ability, character or prestige in the eyes of the
reader.
"But someone else said it, not I" is no excuse
for libel. Lirect quotations are not a defense i^*nd
oust bo watched just as carefully as the reporter’s
own words.
Ihe defenses against libel are:
1. Ti*uth is a defense in civil proceedinj:’s
,
when
there is no nxlice and in criminal cases
when the libelous statement is for public
welfare and the end. justifies the >neans.
All evidence must be acceptable by the court
in order for it to be considered pert of the
defense.

2, Privileged material , such as public documents
,
If published without malice, is a defense.
Non-privlleged material may not be brought
as evidence in a defense. Non-privileged
material includes confessions to police,
private hearings, unserved warrants, arrests
made without warrants and complaints or pe-
titions without a public hearing.
3. Fair comment and criticism of public characters
whose work is contingent upon public approval
(authors, actors, office holders) may bo made
without fear of libel, providing the criticism
is of a person’s work, not his private life,
and that it is made without malice.
4« Absence of malice may be used as a partial
defense against Tibel, if the statement is
generally regarded as true and there is cause
for believing it to be true • If the libeled
person’s character is generally bad and has
been so proven, absence of malice may be
acceptable
•
5. Prompt retraction is another partial defense
and is in essence a statement of absence of
malice. Tfie retraction has to be no less
prominently displayed than the original
libelous statement in order to mitigate
damages •
These are the five general defenses against
libel. Every state has its specific list of what
constitutes libel and its defenses. Watch your choice
of words and phrases. Don’t accuse anyone before a
judge and jury have decided the facts. Be objective,
be truthful, be accurate and libel will remain a
statute in the books rather than a towering menace
in your life.
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If the word "objective” Is used to describe any
reporter, it should best describe the court reporter.
His responsibility is to report the events of the day
in court. His stories may be colorful and loaded with
human interest, but the first rule he must learn is
that the defendant is innocent until proven guilty
and that he is not proven guilty until every means of
appeal have been exhausted by the defendant or his
counsel.
Court procedure, in its very elementary form, her
gins with the selection of the jury. The selection is
made from the list of veniremen who are chosen from
the voting lists.
The opening statement is made by the prosecution
which then proceeds to examine the prosecution wit-
nesses. The defense takes the next step of cross-
examining the prosecution* witnesses.
After the prosecution "rests" its case, the de-
fense proceeds with its opening statement and the di-
rect examination of its witnesses. Cross-examination
by the prosecution follows, ^^hen the defense "rests"
its case, it delivers its summation. The prosecution
follows with its summation*
" C TK /•‘.'Of)
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It is l.^portant to re’uambar that tha pxroaocutlon
opana tho case and cloaaa it*
Follo«»lng tho ousTin&tions
,
tho judgo instructs tho
Jury on tho logal aspects inrolYod* Tho jury dolibor-
atos and brings in its vordict^ which must be unani-
'ous. Tho final act is oror when tho Judgo sontoncos
or rolousos tho defondant* If tho dofondant is found
guilty, ho may appeal tho enso to a higher court*
Ho decision is final or bixiding until every moans of
appeal have boon ojchaustod by tho dofonso* But once
the dofondant is found innocent, ho may not bo tried
again for tho same crime*
£vory person is entitled to certain rights, by
custom or Isw, when he tas his "day in court"* Those
rights are to bo protected* The court reporter aaist
know them, so that he msy see that they are protected*
1* A person shall not be arrested or detained except
for the commission of an act forbidden, or for the
omission oi an act required by lav*
2* He shall not be subjected to more restraint than
is necessary to hold or confine him*
5* He is entitled to be arraigned immediately in court
if it is in session*
4* Ho may comsunicato with friends or counsel*
« CoTTETonwealth of assachusetts - A Manual for the
Instruction of Applicants for Hjcamlnation for the
Police Services* Page 57*
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5. He may inquest a continuance of the trial or ex-
amination or waive It,
6. He xaay call witnesses In his behalf.
7. He is entitled to have counsel.
8. He should have a public and speedy trial.
9. He is entitled to be confronted by his accusers
and all witnesses a(.:alnst him.
10. The complaint must be read to him unless he waives
it.
11. He should be advised as to his right to hear the
complaint read.
12. He may examine the state witnesses either by him-
self or by counsel.
13. He shall not twice be put in Jeopardy for the same
offense
.
14. He Is presumed to be In iocent until pronounced
guilty.
15. He cannot be compelled to testify against himself.
16. He Is entitled to ball unless the crime be treason
or murder, where the presumption of guilt Is great.
17. His failure to testify himself shall not be held
a^'.ainst him.
18. If charged with an offense which Is beyond the
jurisdiction of the lower court, he may have an
examination before being held for the grand jury.
19. He must be tried on an Indictment, complaint or
in a proceeding before a court martial.
20. If convicted by the lower court, he may appeal
to the superior court for a trial by jury.
21. If the superior court finds him guilty, he may
appeal to the j^preme court for a decision on a
point of law biT on the point as to whether or not
he had a fair trial.
22. He shall not be convicted In a trial before a jury
unless the verdict Is unanimous.
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2. ^ftie Stftte liouie and the State Capital
li'V’ery dally newspaper tnust cover its state capltol
in order to keep its readers Inforiaed and aware of
what*s going on. Here is a partial list of the ciany
sources of news in the state capital:
a. 7he Oovemor • Press conferences are held period-
ically. Much news can be gathered fror/i the
,'Ovemor*8 powers of pardon and reprieve, ex-
tradition, appointaents
,
veto and approval of
legislative loeasures, calls for special sessions
of the legislature and his etoergency powers,
such as iismediate relief for disaster victims.
b. Attorney General - Copies of legal opinions on
acts and bills; state investlgatioxM.
c. Secretary of State - All state nomination papers
are filed in this office, as are the campt4lgn
expenditure accounts, ballot counts and award
of election certificates. Corporation charters
also filed here.
d. ireasurer - Issues periodical statements on the
condition of the state treasury and other fis-
cal affairs.
0. Depart.ment of isducatlon - News on stale schools.
f. Bank Examiner - News on the condition of state banks.
g. Tax Comnd^ssioner - Information on assessments and
state taxation of public utilities, income,
Inheritenoe end occupations.
h. Depart^.ent of Correction - News of pen«l institutions.
1. Dspartnent of ^tens.al Health - State asylum news.
j. Departnent of Agriculture - News and statistics on
livestock, crops and produce.
k. Utilities Commissions - State commissions prescribe
intrastate rates and changes of rates, inspect
service and corporation securities of such pub-
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!• Insurance Coonsissioner - Inforuation on fire in-
spections
,
arsons and licensed insurance com-
panies.
m. Adjutant Genex*al - Ixifomaation on the national
guard and the state mi litis.
3. The Federal BuildinK
A federal building rr,sj be found in every large city.
It houses the federal court officials as well as all
local federal officials. Within the building are var-
ious departiiiieuts, local branches of those found in Wash-
ington and all rich mines of news.
a. The Fostoffice Department - The P08 t{aaster« appointed
by the President on the recommends tion of a
district congressman is the city head of the
postoffice. News of postal rates and regula-
tions, changes in service, mail frauds and rob-
beries is released here*
b. The Treasury Department - Sees on customs and contra-
band. Collector of Internal Revenue, Secret
Service, Life Saving service and Revenue Cutter
service news and information obtained here.
o. Department of Justice - The United States District
Attorney handles cases of counterfeiting, postal
frauds, lotteries, smuggling, embeii^xlement of
national bank fu vds, meat inspection acts, neu-
trality lavs and forestry regulations. Also
represents the goveruomnt in civil suits where
the government is a party.
District judge, "0-Men**, United States
Marshall all operate within this depertomnt.
d* Officials of the Federal Court - The U.S. district
court judge, referee in bankruptcy, standing
master in chancery. United States commissioner,
fsaeral jury commissioner, clerk of the district
court offer privileged, >Baterial in the form of
decisions on appeals, petitions in bankruptcy,
passport applications. The interpreter’s office
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o« D®pi»rt.^«nt of Agi»lciiltar« - ^oath«r bure«u nevs and
statiatlca as wall as Infor^iatlon on agpiculturo^
public roads and national forostry*
f. Dspartmont of i>«fenae - Rssidsnt anaj engineers
«
reserve and recruiting officers are sources.
g. Department of Labor <- !iaturaliRation, immigration
and labor statistics usually handled here.
h. Department of Coiruiore# - Current information on
business, safe navigation, lighthouse service
and steaiaboat inspection; Geodetic survey.
i. Department of the Interior - Found only in a few
states. News here is on the sale of govern-
ment land.
j. Commission Hearings - Public hearings of:
Federal Trade commission - ectiona in restraint
of trade;
Interstate Commerce comi^lssion - regulations
concerning common carriers engaged in inter-
state co^imerce;
Board of Tax Appeals - review of treasury de-
partment tax rulings;
Securities and rJtehange commission - Investi-
gations of the financial practices of those
corporations Issuing public securities;
National Labor board - enforcement of fair
labor practices;
National htediation board - settler^nt of dis-
putes between omployees and employers
involving wages and working conditions;
Civil Aeronautics authority - inspection of
airplanes and issuance of pilot licenses.
4. City Hall
'Ihe city hall reporter has one of the t;ost important
positions on the metropolitan daily. His Job requires
not only an iuiderstanding of city affairs, but wide
acquaintanceship with civic, political and business
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knowledge of theip professions so that he can discuss
intelligently civic affairs with them and more tho«^
roughly analyse their statements as they affect public
interests*
Periodical meotlngs of the city council and of the
various commissions must be covered by the city hall
reporter* llie council ht.s authority over such things as
Appointments of certain officials and employees,
not elected by voters an<^ not subject to
the city's civil service commission, end
the removal of such officialsi
The annual city budget which establishes the
tax rate}
Special appropriations and transferrsl of city
funds;
Licensing ordinances;
Contracts for city improvements and purchases;
Zoning regulations;
Franchises for public utilities*
Regular meetings are also held by the police end
fire coraioisBions and the board of education* ^ther
the city hall reporter or the police reportfjr :^y cover
the municipal court sessions*
Other news gathering sources in city hall include:
a* The Mayor • Approval or veto of council measures;
city administration; appointments; city cere*
monies*
b* The city treasurer • ^kes up tax rolls, audits city
accounts and disburses city money* City clerk
works as special licensing agent of* the city
ti*easurer*
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c. Boax*d of Public Safety - Handles promotions, dis-
ciplines and pensions of firemen and policemen
and proposals for the purchase of new equipment.
d. Department of Public Works - Street superintendent,
city engineer and Inspectors of gas, electricity,
plumbing and buildings operate from here.
e« Public Health and welfare - Board of health and like
organizations Inspect food and public places
serving or selling food; control and extermi-
nation of pests; record vital statistics of
births and deaths; control of communicable dls-
. eases (doctors must report all communicable
diseases to this department).
f. The city attorney - The legal advisor examines con-
tracts and deeds Involving the city and rep-
resents the city where It is a party.
g. City-owned public utilities - City most likely owns
Its waterworks. News on pollution, supply and
rates of water supplied here.
5. The County Building
The county building; Is an Important source of
state and local news. Important functions of county
government Include assessing and collecting state and
county taxes, enforcing state laws, recording important
documents, supervising nominations and elections and
public health administration.
Main news sources here Include:
a. Tax Commissioner or assessor - Yearly assessment
of property. Salary In this office may depend
upon percentage of collected taxes. Ail county
loans paid off here.
b. Sheriff, Deputies, Coroner, Jailer, Prosecuting
Attorney - Law enforcement groups for all news
on subpoenas, warrants. Jury aunimonses and
seizure of property. All Investigations into
unnatural deaths conducted here.
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o» County Clerk - Issuances o.f state licenses; probate
court news; corporetlon charter applications re-
ceived here. Transfer of property and records
of vital statistics important sources here.
d. Election news - All polling places arranged by the
county. Responsible for ballot distribution
and tabulation.
e. Board of Education - Appointment of teachers, con-
struction of schools end buildings, bond issues
and school contests,
f. Board of Health - iHUarantlno power and activities
in regard to public health.
g. County Agricultural agent - All news of agricultural
Import within the county.
h. County Governing board - News on appropriations for
county hlghv/ays, approval of bond issues, and
contract awards for construction and repair of
county ways.

A TYPICAL HAOEMiillT COSTRACT
Kytj collective b(irg£^lning contrfict ia different
»
the amount of difference depending upon the type of
union involved, the number of employees, the type of
management, the aise of the plant plus other less de*
finite criteria such as sectional standards and needs
«
previous relations between labor and management. Row-
ever, all contracts contain certain over-all sections
and articles which the reporter should know.
1. Preamble • Eveiry contract contains a preamble which
lists the nature of the contract and the con-
tracting parties.
2. General conditions - Generally, this section states
the period ot tbe agreement, the security ri^ta
of V e union and of management end some tigree-
ment as to the length of time and quail floetlons
for apprenticeship.
3. Relations between p» rtin “- This section contains
any and all agx^emenis »a to conditions pertaining
to strikes and lockouts; co-operation between
the parties; the authority of union officials;
reports which the union and the company ere re-
quired to make to each other.
4. Grievance procedure ; arbitra tion - This .section con-
tains the meiKod of nanalla^grievinces,
(grievance machinery), those committees which
will handle grievances and the conditions of
arbitration.
Seniority - Lists seniority rights as they pertain to
layorts and rehiring, promotion and upgrading,
transfers and downgrading; elso lists the con-
ditions surrounding loss of seniority.
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6* Condi tiona of oaployront - Sanitary, safe and healthy





- The conditions surrounding vacations,
holidays, sick leave, injury leave and leaves
with or without pay.
8* Pay provisions - Includes all conditions of wages
and hours within the contract. It lists the
hours and days of wox4c, overtime pay, payroll
deductions, responsibility for lost time and
holiday pay.
P«y rates - Enumerates the descriptions of each Job
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apeak In a lani'uag© full of initials
anA abby*eviatlona* T!ie over^fday term they use az^
foreign lan^mage to the laytmn. ISooauac of the Intoi'^
relations ariong the several departne; ta which mko up
the newspaper busincsa and prt>fesalan, the good reporter
must know the ooarion terns used in all deimrtnonta*
Her© is a list of oomnonly-uaed riewapa,.er terns:
of pubxisiierVf ttuver&j-swiTs <md advertising age?iclcs
which periodically oonpiXes statistics on circula-
tion for Its nonbors.
Ad - Advertisea^t*
Add - Addition to a news story already written, hatter
ciay be sodded to lead or inserted at any point
witliin tlie story, depentiing uix>n directions to
tJie oonposlng room*
Ad-slde - Riat part of the composing room devoted to
raaklni; advertising natter*
Advance - Material withheld from publication until a
specific release date*
Agate - Type 5^t points In deptdi generally used to neasure
advertising apace and coltarai longtlis* It la tlio
smallest slae of type used today*
Alive - Fresh copy; oox>y still usable*
Alley - A specific alslfr in the oor^posing room such as
ad*alley, Sunday-alley*
ABC- Audit
All In 2iand - All tli© day's copy la in the composing room*
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All up - All the day* 8 copy h&s been set Into type.
A.n. - A morning newspaper.
American Press Institute - A group of newspapers whose
snsge'nent and/or staffs meet snnually to
discuss specific and OTer-all newspaper problems.
Anglo - The slant or feature of a story.
AHFA - American iSewapaper Publishers* association.
AP - Associated Press.
Art - All newspaper Illustrations, including cartoons.
ASNS • American Society of Newspaper i^ltors.
Assigne lent - A reporter's specific task.
Asslgnement book - A record book kept by the city ed-
itor Indies tint; the day's assigne^nts and the
reporter to whom each asslgnenent is
Astonlshers - i<::xclaciatlon points; shouts.
Back number - An old issue of & publication.
Backroom - Ihe mechanical section of a small newspaper.
Bad break - Awkward appearance caused when the first
line of a second colu?nn of a story Is not a
coaplete line of type. Also used when one col-
umn ends with an Incomplete i)aragrafh end the
story is continued in the next column.
Bank - lower portion of a headline; a deck.
Banner - A heedline running the entire width of the
page; also called a streamer.
e
Bastard type - A cixo of typo thet does not conform to
the r.tand^rd point system.
Beet - Special territory assigned to a reporter for
which he is responsible as police beat, hotel
beat; also an exclusive news story or a scoop.
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Ben ])ay - A screen for shading zinc line engravin,’s.
B*f* - Bold face or very dark type.
Bleed - A cut wMch runs to the edge of a sheet. Cuts
wliich a pear on either of the two end columns are
also called bleeders.
Blind source - When the specific source of news is not
revealed and the newspaper resorts to the terms,
"reliable authority", "a spokesman".
Body type - Newspaper text, usually 7 or 8 points deep.
Boll down - Reduce the size of the story.
Boilerplate - Syndicated material in the form of thin
metal plates which are purcliased by newspapers.
Border - Strips of type metal used to form borders about
headlines, stories, ads or entire pages. Includes
stars, wavy linos, dots, heavy or thin lines.
Box - A story enclosed in thin metal strips.
Break - When the story happens or occurs; the date an
advance may be released; the point at which a
story continues from one column to another.
Bromide - A trite or liacknoyed expression; a cliche,
Bug - Ihe sending ap])aratus of a Morse telegraph operator;
fancy type ornaments.
Bulldog - The early edition of the newspaper.
Bulletin - A last minute development of a news story, too
late to be included in the body of the story and
too important to be left out; usually set in
heavier type and preceding Uie story. Can also
break within a story and et in a box.
Byline - A story signed with the name of the writer.
Cablese - Odd contractions of telegraph and cable copy.
Canned copy - Publicity,
Caps - Capital letters.

Caption - 1?ext under a picture; a outline*
Case - -^e type cabinet at which a printer v/orlcs*
Chapel • Uhlt of a printer* s union*
Carrier - One who dolivora newspapers on a i*outo*
Center spread - AdvortlainG spread over the two nentor
pages*
Clialn - A group of 2.ewsi>ai>Gr3 owned by tlie sane corpora-
tion or Individual*
Chase - Uet&l frane into which the type and halftones
wliich nake up one oonploto newspaper page are
placed* Called a fona whem the coripleto page
has been sot up*
Check up - Verification of facts*
Cheesecake - Leg art*
Circus nakeup - Freakish effect caiised by cmny hoadlinoa
of rmny sizes and types; llttlo or no attonpt at
balance*
City editor - 'Sie editor in cliargo of the city room and
all local nows*
r-'
City room - Hi© roo© In which all local rtows Is Jiantllcd*
Class 9 classified - Ads generally set in a;mtc type and
sectioned in one spoolfio part of tlio paixir*
Clean proof - A proof needing little or no oorrtictions*
Cliche - A hackneyed oxprtjssion; a
-.-t bronide*
Clips - Cllpplnf^s from the library or current papers*
Clipaheot - A slioet, usually printed » which contains
several stories about one orgartlsation, club
or agoncy, whloh can be clipped*
Cold type - Printing done without the use of netal;
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"Ti, Col. - Column.
Comp. > Compoaitor.
Comp room - Co:nposlng room.
Coi^onsod type - Typo nfcrrowop then tho standard size.
Copy •All news material.
Copyboy - One who carries copy from copydesk to composing
room* Also acts as general errand boy.
Copycutter - A composing roooi employee who distributes
work among the various typesetters.
Copyholder - The proofreader who holds tho original
copy and reads aloud to another proofreader who
reads the proof of the copy and csikes corrections
on the proof.
Copydesk • A long df^sk, usually horseshoe in shape, at
which tho various copyreaders sit. Tho slotnan
or copy chief site in the slot or inside center
of the desk while the other copyreaders or
^ rimmexi sit along the outside rim. All copy.Including captions, passes from the slot^.aa to
the rlm&ien for corrections, edition and headlines.
Copyreader - A person, usually one with a great deal
of newspaper experience, who edits all type-
written and telegrajph copy and writes headlines.
Correspondent - A person who sends the news frota Its
point of origin, which is within the coverage
of the paper. He is usually paid on a column-
inch basis and la called a stringer since he is
not considered a regular e^^ployee• A correspc^ent
may work for one or several papera.
Cover - Getting all the available data on a story.
Credit line - A line giving the source of copy or
illustration.
Crusade - A newspaper campaign for reform.
Cub - Hie new reporter.
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Cut - A metal plate boarlng a nowspapei* Illustration;
a term used to instruct the copyreader to delete
extra words or sentences so that the story will
fit Into the specific space#
Cut line - A picture caption#
Dagger - A reference mark#
Dash - A nark of punctuation separating parts of a story#
Dateline - Iho line giving the point of origin and date
of the story, outside of the city of publication#
l!ay be telegraph or cable copy or correspondent’s
copy# Also the line on top of each page giving the
name and date of the publication#
Day side - 'Hxe staff triat works during the day#
Dead bank - A rack in the composing room where type that
is no longer usable is placed#
Deadline - Ihe last moment to get copy to the copydesk for
a specific edition#
Deal - Passing out the copy from the slotman to the rimmen#
Deck - A bank; a section of a headline#
Delinquent - One who is arrear in paying his subscription#
Devil - A printer’s apprentice#
Dingbat - A boxed story, usually one spread over a number
of columns; the printer’s term for an ornament#
Dinky dash - A special type of dash used instead of sub-
heads or to separate a nianber of short items v/hich
come under one headline#
Display advertising - Advertising set in relatively
large type and containing headlines, border, copy
and sometimes and illustration#
District man - A reporter who covers one part of the
community; often a legman#

Dog-watch - The skeleton crew, generally consisting of
a copyreader and two reporters, who stay on duty
after the final edition has bt;en put to bet* The
crew Is on hand in case extra editions or replates
are needed* Also called lobs ter- trick*
Dope - Infomatlon, usually ruraors or gossip, withheld
fron publication until everything is checked*
Double leading (leding) - A story that does not fill the
required ai;iount of space is leaded (ledod) out by
placing strips of thin metal, from one to three
points thick, between each linotype slug* If two
of these strips are needed, the story is said to
be double leaded* I’ditorlal matter is som-tlmes
handled in such a way*
Double truck - A two-page layout, usually advertisament,
made as a single unit*
Down style - A newspaper style in which a minimum of
capital letters is used* All copy following tills
deskbook is down style*
DPR, NPR - Day and night telegram press rates*
Drop head - A headline which accompanies a banner or
streamer, baaed on the same story*
Dummy - A layout or drawn- to-acale plan of a newspaper
or magazine page, showing the position and sppce
for each article and illustration on the page*
Dump - Type is always dumped or placed into galleys and
chases*
Dupe - Duplicate; two identical lines of type set by
mistake In the same story; also called a doublet*
Also refers to carbon copies*
Ears - Small boxes on either or both upper comers of the
front page; generally carry weather report, news-
paper edition or a teaser headline of some feature
r-i within the edition*
Editorialize - To express the opinion of the writer or
newspaper within i:he nevjs story or headline*

Klectrotype - A photoengraving duplicate, case from a mat
of the original cut. Also called electro.
Bn - Ihe square of any given size of type. Pica ems
are used to measure column v/ldths and the length
of type lines.
En- One-half the width of an em.
Etaolnshrdlu - A pi line roade by running a finger down
the outside row of keys onf a tyi^esettlng nachine.
Exchanges - Copies of newspapers which are exchanged be-
tween publishers and examined regularly.
Exclusive - A scoop; a news story that is exclusive pro-
perty of one newspaper.
Fake - A falsified story.
Fat head - A headline too large for the alloted space.
Feature - A story tJiat nay not be regarded as strictly
news and yet contains the elements of timeliness,
human Interest, proximity. Importance or consequence
may be considered a feature. Also used as a verb
when the story is given prominence on a page or
one element of the story Is given prominence In
the story.
Pile - Ihe back copies of a newspaper; the clippings
in the library. Also used by press association
bureaus to Indicate how copy is arranged to be
sent over the wires.
Filler - Short Items, usually without headlines, used
anywhere on the page to fill up apace.
Flrat-day story - A story dealing with an event that Just
occured and usually has a follow up on the second
and third day.
Fingernails - Parentheses.
Five W*a - Ihe elements of who, what, when, where, why and
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Fla{^ - !Bie nameplate of a newspaper, as it aj^pears on
the front page and/or the editorial page. Also
used by the printer to indicate a lead (led)
sticking up In the type, showing a correction
ar addition.
Flash - A brief statement sent by wire, telephone or radio
Indicating a break in a news story and sumnarixing
€ui extremely Important or startling event, such
as the beginning or war or the death of a President.
Flimsy - A carbon copy.
Flop - An illustration which has been reversed in the
engraving process.
Plush - Setting the first line of a paragraph even with
the margin.
Flush head - A headline which is set even with the left
margin.
Fold - That point at which the novtspaper is folded in
half horizontally. Important stories are played
up above the fold.
Folio - Ihe page or the page number.
Follow up - A story based on one that lias been published
previously; may be a second-day story or one
published a year from the first story.
Follow (folo) copy - Set cox^y exactly as is.
Font - A complete assortment of type of one design and of
one size.
Foots tick - A heavy metal bar at the bottom of a chase
used in locking the form.
Form - A full page, set in type and locked in the chase.
Potog - Photographer.
Foundry type - Type of individual letters, heavier than
monotype.
Front office - That section of a sniall newspaper office




I’udce - A weolvinlcol contrivance wliloh cnablca a complete
page to be locked up and sent to tlie stereotype
poon with a story nlsalng. Used for the printing
of last-ninuue nowa, bulletins ano box sooi'os#
I'umiture - Siaall pieces of wood or neual, snaller in
holi^iit tlinn typo, packed around the type when the
fom nu3 t be filled out or Justified#
FYI - For your Infomat! on#
Galley - A uotal tray which holds typo ready for the
proof pi*es3 m
Glossy - A siilny print of a picture*
Goodnight - 'rorti used when the staffnen go off duty» or
whon iiowa section of the papfjr is closed*
Oi'apttvlne - Miscollanoous copy which lias boon edited,,
headed and set la typo, then stowed r.way for
future use*
Graveyard s’alffc - Gaiso as dog*-war.ol i or lobs tor- tridk*
Gro«i proof - ’Iho first proof of a page wliich has not
been con'oetod*
Guide - Ihe slug of a story; the title of two or tliree
words giv«Ti each news ato 3?y and placed in the
upper left-. land comer* The same guide '^01*03
are put on tho sheet containing tli© headline*
Heads and bodies arc usually not done on Uie
same typesetting machine* Hie guides are
matched so tliat tlie luiadllne is placed with its
corros;x}ndlng story*
Hairline boxes - Boxes with extremely fine lx>rder rules*
Half stick - i’attor set In one—half coliann Eieasure^ or
one-half a stick of type*
mlxCuiiu - A photoengx*avlng, photofpcaphsid tlirou(^ a
lined screen* ’Iho dots in tiie llf^t sections are
then etchcHi out to give the printing sar’ffaco*
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Hanf'lng indent - Matter set In type with the top line
flushed and the reraalning lines indented one em
to the left*
Head - Headline.
Head-of-desk - The person In charge of a copy desk at any
particualr time.
Hed to cun (HTK) - Headline not sent down with story but
will follow.
Hellbox - Heceptaclo for discarded type and furniture.
High leads (leds) - Leads sticking up on a line \7ith or
above the type - Ixave to be pushed down by
the printer so tl"iat they will not sliow on the
priiitod page.
High lines - Lines of type which are uneven with the other
lines and appear blacker on the printed page.
Hold for releasa Hold the copy for a specific future
publishing date.
Hold presses - Stop the presses until an important now
story can be set in type and the front page can
be replated. This signal is given only for matter
which deserves a front page replate.
Hole - A vacant space on a page.
Hook - A spike on wlilch all discarded copy is placed in
the city room. Also used in the composing room
when the copycutter places various takes of a story
on a hook and the linotype operator works from
the hook.
Human internist - A news story, usually a feature, about
people. Plenty of con*/ ersatlon, action and descri-
tion make up a human interest story.
HTC, I!TK - Head to come.
Indent - Tlrbn the usual paragraph fonn la not followed,
and type matter is to bo iridented, the lines
are begun some specific distance from the l^ft margin
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Index - A table of contents, generally appearing on the
front page.
INS - International News Service.
Insert - Matter to be Incorporated within the body of a
story that Is already written and nay have been
sent to the comjKDslng room.
Intertype - 'Jrade name for a typesetting machine, similar
to a linotype machine.
Interview - A story based upon conversation between the
reporter and one or several persons.
Italics ~ Letters and cliaracters which slant to the right.
Itals - Italics.
Job shop - Shop in whicli oonniercial pi*inting is done.
Job work - Coinnerciai printing*
Jump - Ihe continuation of a stoi»y from one page to another.
Jump head - Headlines which accompany the jump story.
Junpllnea - Ihe continuation lines which indicate to which
page or from which page the story is jumped, as
^continued on page 12®; '’continued from page 1”.
Justify - Spacing out or filling out a line of type or
a form to fill the required column width and length*
Kill - Discard type and throw it into the hellbox.
Also used in editorial office when copyreader
deletes a part or parts of a story.
Label head - A dull, lifeless headline, usually without a
verb.
Layout liie arrarigeiaent of advertising matter, pictures,
artwork or a complete page from which a single
cut is made.
L.c. - Lower case

Load (leed) - The Introductory sentence or paragraph of
a nows story. The lead story la the main story
of the day. Also refers to a tip which may lead
to a story.
Lead (led) - '.ftilii, metal strip, one to three points thick,
used to space out lines of type.
Leaders (leeders) - A row of dots leading the eye from
one column across to tiie next. Used in statistical
work and sports aurarnaries.
Legal ads - Notices or reports required by law to be
Pllbllshed in periodicals in behalf of public
officials, agencies, political subdivisions, in-
dividuals and corporations and paid for by the
agency submitting the ad.
Legmen - Reporters whose responsibility is to get lnfoi«3*
atlon and telephone it in to a rewrite man in the
office. A legman seldom writes his ovm story.
Library - A newspaper *s collection of books, files and
other data. Once referred to as a morgue.
Line engreving - A zinc or copper etching made without
photographing the picture tiirougli a. screen.
Line - Linotype; typesetting machine.
Lobs ter- trick - See dog-watch, graveyard-shift.
Local - A news story of local Interest; may be a brief
personal.
Localize - To feature or emphasize the local angle.
Logotype - A single type containing two or more letters
or syllables as ”ff”, "ing”. Also called ligatures.
Ludlow - A typesetting machine casting slugs from hand-
set matrices and generally used for display work.
Magazine - 'That part of a typesetting machine which con-
tains the brass matrices of the different letters
and characters. Each cime the operator presses
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Makeup - Tlie arrangement of pioturea and news natter aa
It la to appear in print.
Makeover - A change In the nature of a page already set
in type. If a plate has already been cast, it
is called a partial replate.
Makeup nan - In the editorial room, the makeup editor
plans the makeup of the paper. In the composing
room, the makeup man assembles one or more pages
and makes up the form, placing the stories in the
chase in the exact location specified by the
makeup editor.
Markets - News of financial, grain, livestock arid produce
Interest. Ihis news generally appears on adjacent
pages and Is made up in agate type.
Masthead - Matter printed in every issue of a newspaper,
usually above the editorials, stating the title
of the paper, the publisher, the place of pub-
lication and the date of founding. Also called
tlie flag..
Mat - A mawrlx.
Matrix - 'Ihe small brass mold used in some tyi)eseti:ing
machines for type casting, ijach matrix contains
a letter in the desired size of type. Also
refers to the paper mache impression of a page of
type upon which metal will be cast.
M.E. - Managing editor.
Merg. - Merganthaler, the inventor of the linotype.
Mill - A typewriter.
Milline rate - Advertising rates per agate line per million
copies circulated, divided by the circulation.
Miscellany - Plate matter consisting of miscellaneous
filler items, used on dull days.
Monotype - A type casting machine, casting a single
cliafiagtor at a tine rather tliari a complete line.
More - A tern used at the bottom of a sheet of copy


















Morgue - A passe term for library,
Morse code - The telegraphic code.
Mortise - A section of photoengraving cut away so that
type nay be inserted.
.Must - Matter which must be published on a certain page
or on a certain date.
NAM - Newspaper Advertising ijcecutives association.
Nameplate - The large heading on tiie front page giving
tile name of the iiaper.
News sumiiary - A compact version of the day’s news,
usually put on the front page.
Night-side - The night staff of a nev?spaper. Opposite
of day-side.
Nonpareil - Six-point type.
Obit - Obituary; a biography of a dead person.
Offset - An indirect printing process employing three
eyllnders; the original form does not come in di-
rect contact with the printed reproduction. 'Ihe
first cylinder holds tlie plate which is readable;
Uie plfcLte image Is reproduced on the second cyl-
linder w}iich is encircled with a rubber mat; that
image which is baclGjards and unreadable is then
printed onto the paper, fed onto the third cyl-
inder*
Outline cut - A halftone of which the background has been
cut av/ay. A vignette.
Overllne - The caption above a cut.
Overset - Type set in excess of the ariound of available
space.

Pad - Mako a short story longer.
Page proof - 'Hio proof of an entire page. Front page
8ind editorial page proofs aro usually taken dally
to avoid serious mistakes.
Phat (fat) - It) phat type is to hold It for possible
repetition. A fat take Is one with many cuts or
other natter requiring little setting. Fat type
Is extended type. A fat line Is one that cannot
bo set in the alio ted space.
Photoen{;ravlng - A picture photographed on a metal plate
and then etched chemically with nitric acid.
Halftones and line engravings are two types of
pho toengraving
•
Pi - Jumbled type, so disarranged that It is iE5)os3lble
to uise.
Pica - A printer’s measure of 12 points, approximately
one-sixth of an inch.
Pickup - Type ready for the chase which is to be incor-
porated with a new lead or fresh material.
Plx - Pictures.
Planer - A v/ooden block used to smooth down the surface
of a form.
Plate - A complete page of type, case in metal and ready
to be locked onto the press.
Play up - Cflve prominence to.
P.m. - An afternoon paper.
Point - A uiiit of measurement for grading type sizes.
A point is approximately l/?2 of an inch in height.
Police blotter - A record kept by the police sergeant
from which police news may be taken by the reporter.
Policy story - A story v/ritten to serve the interest or
policy of the publisher.
Pork - Reprinted material.
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Press agent - A person hired to contact the press and other
media of public Information to secure publicity
for his employer.
Proof - An impression of type taken from the galley for
the purpose of correction and alteration*
Proofreader - A person who corrects typographical errors
by reading proofs and returning then to the printer*
Public relations - Ihe science and art of attitude control*
A much broader field than that of press agentry.
Puff - A personal publicity story*
pull - xhe tern used when a printed impression of type
is made. A proof is always pulled*
Pull in - An «nergency measure of publishing material
without waiting for proofroom oorrActions. Also
called railroading.
Punch - Stories and headlines v/ith strSgth and appeal.
Usually contain short words and action verbs.
Put to bed - Term used when the plates have been locked
on the, press and the press is ready to roll.
Pyramid - Style of a news story in which the most import-
and facts arc written first and the least import-
and facts are written last.
Q-A stuff - Question and answer material, such as verbatim
courtroom testimony.
Quad - A blanlc space or type character, the width of which
equals the height. Q3ie square of any size of type.
Query - A brief synopsis, sent by iTiail or telegraph by
a correspondent stating the availability of a
story with the number of words the story can rua.
Ihe news executive ordei:^ the number of vjords he
desires and the correspondent is paid on the
wordage basis. Also a request for information.
Quoin - A lock used to tighten type in a form.































Rack - Itie cabinet In which galleys of type are kept.
Railroad - Rushing copy to the composing room after it
has been hastily copyread and headlined. An
emergency measure.
Release copy - Copy withheld from publication until a
specific date.
Replate - To recast a page of type in order to get in
a late but Important story.
Revise - A second proof, made after corrections on the
first proof have been made.
Rewrite - The practice of receiving imforma tion and
writing it up or vritlng over poorly written
material, or of boiling material down.
Rewrite man - Usually an able writer who writes the
legman’s Information and performs all other
rewrite duties.
Ribbon - A smaller streamer head running underneath the
larger one.
Rim - The outer edge of the copy desk which is usually
horseshoe in shape. All copyreaders, excluding
the copy chief, sit on the rim.
Rim men - Copyreaders who sit on the rlra of the copy
desk.
Ring - Circle all words which are to be either spelled
out or abbreviated by the printer. Also used
when directions to the printer are circled.
Ring machine - The typesetting machine used for cor-
recting typographical errors.
Ring men - Printers who correct errors.
HOP - Run of the paper; copy which can be used anywhere
without reference to page or position.
Roto - Rotogravure.
Rule - A metal line of varying point th.iaknos-9 which
separates or boxes columns and stories.
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Run - A reporter's beat. Also a story already printed.
Run in - To Incorporate a long list of names into one
paragraph. Also to Incorporate two or more
sentences into one.
Running stoiry - A story which is sent to the composing
room in sections and incorporated there.
Rush - Copy to be handled quickly.
Sacred cow * Persons or institutions given special
consideration.
Schedule - A list of stories and pictures available for
a day, compiled by the various editors. Also
a dummy of the page.
Scoop - An exclusive story; a beat.
Second-day story - A follow-up story, based on one al-
ready published.
Second front page - The front page of the second sec-
tion of a newspaper.
See copy - Look up the original copy and compare it with
the proof. It is a direction to the proofreader
who reads the original copy if the proof seems
to be wrong.
Set and hold for release - Set the matter in type and
wait for future orders.
Set flush - Set copy without paragraj;di indentions.
Shirt tall - A short article set at the end of a longer,
related one.
Shoulder - The smooth surface of a piece of type on which
the character is placed.
Shouts - IXclamation points; astonishers.
Show through • A condition indicating the printing on
the other side of the page shows through.
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Side*bar - A complete article on one phase of a longer
story and run separately.
Sit-In man - An assistant who substitutes for the city
editor or for the regular head of the copy desk.
Sked - Schedule.
Skeletonized - Wire copy with unnecessary words deleted.
Also refers to a dog-watch.
Slant - The angle of a story.
Sleuth - A reporter who specializes In stories requiring
extensive investigation or detective work.
Slopover - Type crowded out of the form.
Slot - The inside center of a copy desk.
Slot man - The head of the copy desk.
Slug - A line of type. Also the guideline of the story.
Small caps • Capital letters smaller than full size.




Space - Blank unit of type used to space between words.
Spike - A story that Is stopped or copy that has been
completely handled and placed on a spindle.
Spot news - Firsthand news, furnished from the spot
where the event happens.
Spread - A big story and auxiliary stories; an elaborate
pictorial layout.
Squib - A short news Item; a filler.
Standard type - Type of regular width.
Standing boxes - Type boxes kept on hand for figures and
other data. Used for baseball scores, elections
and other material.















Standing hesds • Headlines that do not change and are
always on hand for instant use* Also called
stock heads*
Stet - Batter narked for cori*ection Is to stand as it
was originally*
Stick - Ihe type holder used for setting type by hand*
Stock head - A headline which does not change as CHURCH
HOTICBS, OBITOARIKS; a standing head*
Stone - Ihe table « made of either stone or metal, on
which the printer makes up the form*
Straight news - A plain recital of news facts with no
attempt at featurizlng or embellishing the story.
String * A correspondent's clippings pasted together
end sent in for mei^surement to doternine bis pay*
Strike through - Too imich ink*
Stuff - The facts on a story*
Subhead • A one- or two-line headline of relatively small
type used to break up a long story*
Syndicate - An organisation that buys and sells features*
Table - Tabulation*
Tabloid - A publication of a reduced size, usually six
columns; used synonymously with lurid, sensational.
Take - A small portion of a news story, gen.irally about
one page long, which is handed out by the copy**
cutter to the typesetters* v^lien a reporter is
assigned to "write a take", he writes about one
page of copy*
Tear sheet - A page torn out of a publication and sent
to an advertiser as proof of insertion of the ad.
Teaser - A blind headline that gives little or no
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Telephoto • A photograph tranaral ttecl by vrlre.
Third stick - A direction to set type one-third of a
column wide.
Thirty - The end of a story. Used as a figure. (30)
The double cross (#) Is also used.
Tie-back - Part of a story that ties back with a story
already published.
Tle-ln - Part of a story that relates to a story now
being published.
Tight - A pEige or a complete newspaper so crowded with
advortlalng that news space Tiust be cut down.
Time copy - Copy sent to the composing room to be set
in type and held for release.
Tip - Information which may load to a story; a lead.
Tombstones - Headlines of the ssme size and of the same
type# placed side by side.
Top heads - The upper parts of a headline which has banks.
Tp. - Trans pos#; reverse position.
Trim - Reduce the length of copy or type.
Turn - The runover from the bottom of the last column
of the first page to the top of the first col-
umn on the second page^ requiring no Jump head.
Turn rule • A slug which Is upside down In the form to
Indicate a correction nust be made.
Typebook - A book listing ths various type families and
sizes.
Type high - All type is .918 inches in height or printing
height.
U. c. - Upper case.
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OP - United Press.
Up stylo - Howapttpor style eaploylng ’n«my cspltfil letters*
Verse style - Sot the type after the fashion of poetry.
Vignette - A halftone of an Irregular shape bearing
little or no relation to the object in the
picture.
?.hlte space - The space a newspt.per sells advertisers.
^Ido open - Plenty of room for news material.
Wooden head - A dull, lifeless headline, usually without
a verb.
Wrong face, wj?ong font - Type of a size or style different
than the one specified, occuring In the midst of
text.
)•
Yellow Journalism -> Sensationalism.
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PKdKiUAllTLif U6aD MaDICAL TtiRMS
ATeryday routine In the newspaper office requires that
the reporter know the fundsnienta is of isany professions* Here
Is a list of the eongnon terms the reporter Is Tsost likely to
run across In his association with doctors and hospitals and
In writing stories on Illnesses
,
deaths and suicides* To
know the meanings of these cOTnaon terms Is to a awe valuable
time end energy* Rowewor, this Hat Is by no means complete*
A good, competent medical dictionary should be a part of every
newspaper library*
Abetage «• Animal slaughter
Abatement - A lessening in the severity or a pain or symptom*
Abdomen - The part of th« body which lies between tho thorax
and ths pelvis.
Abirritant - That which soothes by reducln?" Irritants.
Ablate • To remove by cutting*
Abluent - A cleansing agent or detergent.
Acardlao - without a heart*
Accelerans - Serve stimulation which hastens tho action of tho
heart*
Accident - An unexpected complication ocouring during the
course of a disease*
Ache • A continuous pain In one specific place*
Add - bour, the opposite of alkali*
Acme - The critical stage of a disease*
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Acquired - That which is obtained after birth.
Addict - One who h«^s acquired a habit.
Agent - Any power which acta upon an orsaniarg.
Ague - Malarial 83nBptoms which are recurrent. Malarial fewer.
Albiniam - Partial or total whiteness of the akin, hair and
eyes. Abnormal but not pathological.
Alcohol - lithyl hydroxide used internally as a cardiac
stimulant ani locally as an astringent and antiseptic.
Taken internally in large doses, alcohol produces
intoxication and iwaacular Incoordination.
Alkali • Opposite of acid, ^orma soluble carbonates; are
caustic.
Alloy - A mixture of two or more tfietals. (Mercury is the
exception).
A.M.A. • American Medical Association.
Anmonla - A colorless alkaline gas, soluble in water which la
antacid and a stimulant In treating headaches, hysteria
and narwous fatigue. penetrating odor of the gas
causes the stimulation.
Amnesia - The loss of memory, either partial or total.
Amputation - Cutting parts of the body by surgical means.
Ansathetio - A drug which produces loss of feeling or sensa-
tion of any or all senses.
Animal - Any liwlng organism which has the power or self-
moweiiient and is dependant upon oxygen and organic food
for its existence.
Aorta - The main trunk on the entire arterial system of the
body.
Aperture - A cut, or an opening.
Apoplexy - Sudden coma or paralysis caused by an excess dif-
fusion of blood into the brain or spinal cord.
Appendicitis - Inflsfamation of the appendix.

Appendaotomy - The re!HOval of th*? appendix by surgery*
A.Q. - Aohlernient quotient.
Artery - Any one of a number of vesaels through which the
blood passes from the heart to the parts of the body.
Aseptic - Free froia any septic material.
A
.
5.0. • American Society of Orthodontists.
Asphyxia - Suffocation or suspended animation caused by
suffocation or a loss of oxygen In the blood.
Association - Coordination of the functions of similar parts
^
Ideas or trains of thought.
I
Asylum - An Institution which supports and cares for those who
cannot care for themselres.
Atrophy - The wasting away or decrease In the else of an orrsn
or pert of the body.
Attendant - A nonprofesslonsl employee In a hospital, institu-
tion or asylum.
Aurlst - Spoolallst in ear diseases.
Bacillus - A rod-shaped body.
Bacteria - Minute one-oellad organisms of many different
shapes, which multiply by dividing theraselwas Into raany
directions.
flail - A large pill used by a veterinarian.
Bands - Any appliance of part that binds or oo’^strlcts.
B.D.S. - flaoheior of dental surgery.
B.D.Sc* - Bachelor of 'tental sclerce.
Binary - Made up of two elements.
Biology - The science w’alch deals with the phenomenon of life
In general.
bladder - The membranous sac servTng as a reservoir for urine
and situated In the back part of the pelvic cavity.
Block - Obstruction In a passage.
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Blue baby - An Infant bom with blue akln» oause^ by somm
oongenital heart lealon or to oonganltal Inperfaot
expansion of the lungs.
B.M.a. - i^ltlsh S^edioal association.
b.M.S. - bachelor of roedioal aoienoe.
Body - Animal frame aid organa; corpse; the largest ani most
important part of any organ.
Botany - Science of plants.
Bovine - Bartalnlng to or derived from a cow, heifer or ox.
Buffer - That fluid substance which lessens or changes the
reaction ordinarily produced by the addition of an acid
or alkali alone.
Bundle - A bank of nerve fibers.
Cadaver - 'fhe human body In death; a corpse.
Calory - That amount or unit of heat which la required to
^
raise one gram of water one degree centlgiride.
Cancer - Malignant tumor which is mainly composed of many*
shaped cells which cover the diseased part.
Candle power - Uiminous intensity as maasured by electric
units.
Capillary • fieso’ bllng or pertaining to hair.
Capsule * A ease, soluble In water, which oontalna a dose of
medicine.
Cardiac * Having to do with the heart.
Carrier - One who harbors speoifio disease organisms without
showing the outward symptoms of the disease himself
and distributes the infection.
Cautery - The application of a caustic substance or a red hot
iron to the skin, causing it to bum.
Cerebellum - That part of the brain dealing with coordination
of movement.
y
Cerebrum - The main and largest part of the brain.
';,
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Corvlx - Tho n«ok; a neckllka part*
Chemistry - Tha solenee dealing' with the elements,, the cotn-
pounds of the elements and the atomic relations of matter*
Cheat - The thorax*
Chiropodist - A person who treats the hands and feet.
Cllnlo - lixamlnatlon of a patient before a class of students
or at the bedside j a place where patients are admitted
for study and treatment by a group of practicing
physicians.
Clot - A soft, lialf solid mass of coagulated substances.
Conm - Complete loss of oonselousnesa wherein a powerful
atlraulatlon will **ot arouse the patient.
Crisis - The crucial turning point of a disease.
D.D.S. - Doctor of dental surgery.
Decibel - The unit by «rhlch hearing or audition Is measured.
Delerlum - A mental disturbance of relatively short duration,
caused by Insarlty, fever, disease or In.lnry marked by
Illusions, hallucinations, physical restlessness or
Incoherent speech.
Dermatologist - One who treats the skin and skin diseases.
Dispensary - A place where medlolno is distributed free of
charg'd and patients are treated free of charge.
D.O.A. - Dead on arrival.
Donor - k person who fumlslwi blood for a transfusion.
Dorsal • Pertaining to the back.
Dose - The proper amount of medicine to be taken at onj time,
as prescribed by a physician.
SK, iiKO - Kleetrocardlngram. (Shows the action of the heart
musolos )•
£^olllent - An agent which Is softening or soothing.
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^Idenilo - A disease which Jittacka snany persons In a given
ares at the saoM) time and spreads rapidly.
•>uption - ’leoomlng visible; breaking out.
iCiigenlcs - 'Jhe study of oondltlona which way Improve the
physical and moral qualities and conditions o<* future
generations.
iSxperliDont • A procedure which la undergone to demonstrate
soioe point, or prove soma theory.
Fatal <- Deadly: causing death. —
Fpsacture - l^e break or rupture of a bone.
Germ - A bacillus or microbe.
Gland - Ductless organs which separate fluids from the blood.
Habit • A constant, fixed practleo established by S»cquent
repetition.
Hallucination - An unfounded sense perception.
Heart Dlsefise - Any TWilfunctlon of t>ie beating heart.
Heart failurti - Ces »tlon of the action of the heart,
SViiRYOiiiS DliiS OH FAlLtJHii.
iiOiiii HhY Dlii OF “HSaRT
HeTJophllla • Delayed clotting of the blood, causing difficulty
In checking hemorrhage. Congenital In condition. In-
herited by mcilea through the r.oth jr.
Hemorrhage - A copious amount of blood escaping from the blood
vessels.
Heredity - Organic roaemblance based on decent or ancestry.
Also may Include tendency tov^'ards physical or mental
characterlstles or diseases, based on descent or
ancestry.
Hetero- - Prefix meaning different or unlike.

Klppoor^teSf oath of - Hippocrates^ the "father of ^dlclne"
is said to have establlahei this ethical guide which
all in the nwdicai profosaloc are supposed to follow' •
"I swear by Apollo the physician, by Aesculapius, Hygea, and
Panacea, ard I taioo the witness all the gods, all the goddesses,
to keep according to my ability and ray judgement the following
Oath:
"To consider dear to me as ray parents hlra who taught me
this art; to live In common with hlT« and If necessary to share
my goods with hlra; to look upon his children as my own
brothers, to teach them tola art if they so desire without fee
or written promise; to Impart to ray sons and the sons of the
roaster who taught roe and the dtsolpies who have enrolled them-
selves aloTtfr, ^0 nreeepts and t*ta Instruction • I will
prescribe reglrosn for t>ia good of my patients according to my
ability and my judcement and never do barm to anyone. To
please no one will I prescribe a deadly drug, nor give advice
which may cause his deat*^’. Nor will I give a woman a pessary
to procure abortion. But I will preserve the purity of my
life and my art. I will not cut store, even for patients In
whom the disease Is manifest; I will leave this operation to
be performed by practitioners (specialists in the art). In
every house where I come X will enter only for the good of my
patients, keeping myself far from all Intentional ill-doing
STvl ail seduction, and especially fnora the pleasures of love
with women or with man, be tliey free or slaves. All that roiy
oome to my knowledge in the exercise of ray profession or out-
side of my profession or In dally eoraraaree with raen, which
ought not to be spread abroad, ^ will keep secret and will
novor reveal. If T keen this oath faithfully, t»«y I enjoy
roy life and practice my art, respected by all men and tn all
times; but If I swerve from it or violate it, may the »*everso
be my lot."
Horraone - A chemical substanoe which la produced in one organ
and promotes or excites functional activity In an
associate organ to which it Is carried by the blood
stream.
Hospital - Any Institution which is scientifically and
physically able to treat the sick.
H.S. - House surgeon.
Hygiene - The science of the preservation of health.
Hyper- - Prefix meaning excessive, above or beyond.
Hypnotism - Ihe condition of sleep or trance rasorobllng sleep
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^ Hypo - A prefix roeanlrip unlor or leas.
Hysteria • Laek of control over one’s e^notlons.
Idiot - A parson whose ^rental age Is below two years old.
Peoblemlnded beyo d the capebtllty to understand.
Illuelon - A falao sensory tt3»ge or a false Interpretation of
a sensory Imacre.
Image - A picture or conception which Is uora or less like
reality.
Tcj^nunlty - Pro too tl on, either inlx>m or acquired frota a
certHln disease.
,
Impulse - A suddon foroo or an uncontrollable and sudden
determination to oorisnlt an act.
Induced - Artificially produced*
Infection - Injury to bodily tissues caused by tha Invasion
of harmful organises.
Injection - The act of pushing or thro'vlng a liquid Into a
% part of tM holy.
Inoculation - *^0 art of inserting a \rlrua Into a wound or
cut In order to ln»»iunlze the person against a
particular ^llsease.
Kilo- - Iha prefix »neanln(E: one t^-ousand.
Labor - The bringing forth of a child In childbirth.
j
Lacerate - Tear; rend; a wound by tearlr^.
Lesion - Any wound or skin break.
Lukemla - A fatal disease In which tho white corpuscles of the
blood Inoreasea at a more rapid rate than the red
corpuscles and the lymphlod tissues and glands enlarge.
Ligament - Any tough band which connsicta bones.
iAgature - a heavy thread or wire used for tying or
strangulation.
Llnlnient - An oily substance used for rubbing on tha skin.




M.A. - Master of arts*
Mai - Prefix tneenliig bad or 111; a disease.
Mania • Insanity oharaoterised by a high enotlonal state.
H.A.O. - Master of obstetric arts.
M.D. - Doctor of tnsdlclne.
!«6dlclne - A drug or re^sedy.
Membrane - A surface coverlnK s»de up of a thin layer of
tissues.
Memory - The art of recalling sensations, ideas, ard im-
pressions.
Microbe - An individual microbe organism less than ten degrees
in size.
Monster - A malfoT’^ned fetus.
M.O.H.C. - Medical Officers Reserve Corps.
^ H.R.C. - Medical Reserve Corps.
Muscle - An organ which produces movement by contraction.
M. V. - A veterinarian, one who treats animals.
N. a.D. - No appreciable disease.
Narcotic - A drug producing sleep ai^ at the same time
relieving pain.
Nerve - A cordlike structure conveying impulses from one part
of the body to another.
Neurosis - A funotloT»l disorder of tiie nerves. Any nervous
disease.
Nobel prize - An^^ual prizes given to encourage work for the
interest of hun»nlty.
N.O.P.H.N. - National Organization for Public Health ^‘ursing.
Nurse - One who cares for those who cannot care for themselves.
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N*y.D. • Not yet (Uegnoaed*
Ocular • That which pertains to the eye*
Ointment - A fatty preparation^ for external uae only*
Operation - An act performed! by a surgeon with medical
Instrumefita* Also the particular effect of any drug*
Organ - Itie particular part of the body hawing a specific
function*
Ortho- - A prefix meaning *^ormal or straight.
Osteopathy - Treatment of diseases of the bones.
Pain - Any distress or suffering*
Palpitation - r'ixcesslvely rapid action of the heart*
Panacea - a oureall*
paralysis - Cessation of motion or loss of sensation In any
part of the body*
Paraplegia - Paralysis of the lower p«rt of the body Including
the legs*
Pathology - Study of structural and functional changes as
caused by a disease.
Pediatrics - Treatment of, develo|:^9ent of and care of children.
penology - Science that deals with punishment and prevention of
crime*
Personality - That ^ich characterizes and differentiates a
person*
phsm»eeutlcs - The art of pneparlng and compounding drugs and
sedlolnea
•
Phenomon - Any remarkable appearance*
Phrenology - That study which purports to determine character
from the shape of the skull*
Physician - A person authorized to practice medicine*
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Plexus - A network of reins or nerres
PneuTionle - InflsToswfclon of the lunpis.
Poison - Any suhstence Injeetefl, Inhaled, developed within
or applied to the "X)dy, causing? or tending to oause
daiB4q;e or disturbance to the functions of the body*
Poliomyelitis - Inflanmatlon of the p:ray substance of the
spinal cords causing or tending to cause e trophy.
PosthuTBOUs - That which occurs after death.
Prescription - The written direction which gives th^ prepara-
tion of a rew»dy and directions fbr administration.
Prophylactic - Tendlmr to »/ard off a disease.
Psyche - :^ental life, both conscious and unconscious.
Phsychlatry - Tdis sclenea of recognising and treating mental
disorders.
Psychoanalysis - That method of extracting from nervous
patients Ideas regarding their oast emotional
W experiences to discover how a certain mental state has
evolved*
Psycholc^y - That science which treats thti mind and performs
mental operation's*
Psychosis - Any disorder or disease the mind.
Punch drunk - Cerebral concussions eauaad by prize flerhtlng.
Q*D. - Pour times a day.
Q.H. - «very hour*
Q.P. - At will*
Radioactivity - Spontaneous decomposition of an atom
aeoompanled by the emission of alpha, beta and gamma
rays*
Reaction - Response to a stimulus*
Reflex - Reflected action or movement.
Regimen - Regulation of diet or habit for some particular
m purport.
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Remedy - /‘nythln^.t that cures, sllevl?:tes or prevents
a disease*
Respiration - Br;)a thing.
Ribs - Twenty-four bones extending along the front
part of the body from a vertebrfi to or towards
the sternum*
Rupture - Any forcible tearing or breaking of a part*
Sac - A bagllke pouch*
Salutary • Favorable to the restoration and preserva-
tion of health*
Sanitorium - An establishixMtnt for the treatieont of
convalescents or those persons who are not ex-
tremely ill*
Sedative - A medic^<tion to ease activity or excitement*
Senility - Old age*
Sensibility - Capability In the use of the -.-enses*
Serum - (Plural of sera ) Antitoxins which are intro-
duced into a 60^7 to i Kiunize the body against
alien bodies which had entered the body previously*
Sexology - That study dealing with the sexes and their
relations to each other*
Shook - Sudden depress ion of the nervous system due to
an injury or emotion*
Sickness - Any condition of ill health*
Sterilization - The act of freeing from germ life,
usually by the application of heat*
Sticailus - An agent or influence which brings on a
functions 1 reaction*
Surgeon - One who practices the art of treating dieeaaes
by manual or operative methods.
Suture - A surgical stitch*
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Symptom - 1)ie ovideDce of a disease.
Tactile - lliat which pertains to the touch*
Tendon - Fibrous cord by which a muscle is attached
to a bone or other structure*
Tension * Stretching or straining*
Therapeutics - The science of healing or treating a
disease*
Thor«x - The chest*
'jorso - 'ihe trunk of the body« void of all extremities*
Toxin • Poisonous mateidal produced by bacterial action*
Trance • Abnor^rxelly deep sleep wherein sensibility and
consciousness is still possible » altliough
voluntary movement may be lost*
Trauma - A wound or an injury*
Tumor • A swelling or enlurge^ient*
Ungent • A salve or ointment*
U.S.P*; U*S* JFhar* • United States Pharmacopeia*
n*S*P*R»S* - United States .Public Health service*
Vaccin> tion - Protective innoculation*
Vaccine - Protective innoculation of dead material*
V*D. - Venex*eal disease*
Vein • The vessel which sends blood to the heart*
Ventricle • Any small cavity*
Veterinarian • One who treats the diseases of domestic
animals*
Virus - A living poison causing dleease*
i;ard • A large hospital room containing at least three
people*
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Acceptance - A legal promissory note honored hy the party on
whom the tliae draft la drawn*
Accrued dividend - A dividend that la due, but has yet to be
paid or declared*
Adjustment bond - A bond without fixed Interest*
Amortization - Paying off a long-term debt gradually*
Arbitrage - The purchase of foreign currency In one country
and selling the currency at a profit.
Arbitrate - To submit a dispute to a third, disinterested
party and to agree to abide by his deolalon.
Articles of Incorporation - The corporation's charter, as
approved and granted by the state*
Audit - The periodical verification of the records and accounts
of a concern*
Authorized stock - The amount of stock a corporation may Issue
under Its certificate*
Balance of trade - “Favorable" - when there are more exports
than Imports*
"Unfavorable" - when t^e Imports surpass
the exports*
Bank reserve - That proportion of resources that a bank keeps
on deposit with the Federal Reserve Bank*
Bankruptcy - Ahen a person abandons his Inaslness and puts all
his assets Into the hands of his creditors, he Is fully
discharged of any liability and is declared "bankrupt"*
A pro rata distribution Is made of the assets among all
credit ora*
Bear - A trader who sells securi ties or TOmmodltles on the
stock exchange, expecting to buy eotwuodlty In the future
at a lower price* Also called "selling short"*
Bid and asked prices - "Over the counter" prices, asked hy
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Blue Sky law • State law designed to protect the public
against the sales of worthless bonds and se-
curities by requiring registration of traders
and regulations on sales.
Bonds - P. formal promise, made under oath, to pay a
specific sum of money and a fixed rate of in-
terest at specific times.
Brokers* loans - Bank loans made to brokers on collateral.
Bull - A trader who buys securities in anticipation of
higher future prices and plans to sell in the
future at a profit.
Call loans - Loans which must be paid one day after the
demand for payment is made.
Check off - Deduction of union dues from the employee »s
paychecks, made by the employer directly to the
union.
C.I.P. - Cost, Insurance, Freight. Price plus insurance
and frei^t charges
.
Clearing house - Ihe simplification and facilitation of
daily exchange of checks and drafts as made
by associated banks.
Closed shop - A unit employing only union (or non-union)
employees.
Collateral - Security in the form of stocks, bonds and
other property necessary to get a loan.
Collective bargaining - "Pull faith” bargainin^^ or ne-
gotiations between organized employees and the
employer.
Convertible bond - One which may be converted into
stock within the company.
Cooling off period - Postponement of an immediate strike
to permit mediation.
Corporation - A certified body created by state charter
to carry on the precise character of business
and duties as proscribed by that charter, llie
business unit itself is treated as separate and
distinct from the persons who comprise it.
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Coupon bond - A bond with a coupon attached. The coupon
specifies the amount of interest to be paid.
Craft union - A union of skilled workers who do similar
work.
Credit - A promise to pay in the future.
Cumulative dividends - Dividends which accumulate from
year to year if not paid.
Debenture bond - A bond, usually secured by the gentjral
assets of a corporation rather than the specific
assets. Debenture itself means ''bond".
Deposit currency - ^ose deposits which are credited on
the bank's books and circulate in the form of
checks
.
Depreciation - That value lossed throu^ use or disuse.
Discount - The charge deducted from the face value when a
note la liquidated. Also that amount deducted
from the face value v/hen a stock or bond issue is
sold to make up for a lower than market rate of
Interest.
Dividend - Stockholder's share of the surplus.
Dumping • Selling products abroad at lower prices than
those charged at home.
Equipment trust bonds - Certificates Issued by railways
for the purpose of buying rolling stock. The new
equipment is mortgaged under trust.
Escrow - A third party's holding of an agreement until the
performance of the conditions of the agreement are
met in full.
Excess reserves - Federal reserve deposits in excess of
the legal requirements.
Feather bedding - Rules made by the unions which are made
deliberately to slow up work.
Federal Reserve banks - United States banks which deal with
member banks to coordinate, facilitate and stabi-
lize banking.
Plat currency - Currency which is backed by gold or silver,
although not legal tender.
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Floating debt - A short term note or debt.
Funding - Converting short term debts or several bond
issues into a single long term bond issue.
Futures - Contracts for delivery in the future.
Gold point - The point at which it is more profitable
to settle international transactions by gold
rather than by foreign exchange.
Hedge - When one b|iys in the present or future, he makes
a Mlling contract in the same market so that
possible loss in the original contract will be
offset by a gain in his hedge.
Holding company - A non-productive corporation which
exists for the sole purpose of investing money
into other corporations.
Income bonds - Bonds without fixed interest but with
interest paid in relation to earnings.
Index numbers - Price expressed in percentages based on
a specific period and by which comparisons of
present prices are facilitated.
Industrial union - A labor organization open to both
skilled and unskilled workers within one industry
Insolvency - Inability to pay off debts.
Interest - Ihe charge for use of money based on time
preference and money supply.
Interim dividend - Small dividends paid when the corpora-
tion finds it impossible to establish a definite
dividend policy.
Interlocking directorate - Those persons who serve on
two or more different corporation boards, these
corporations doing business with one another.
Investment trust - A corporation which derives Its income
from the securities it owns in other copporations
Junior securities - Those securities not holding first
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Jurisdictional strika - A strike in a plant or industry
by competing ukiions, each claiming the majority
of employees, for the purpose of securing the
bargaining po*er for the entire plant or industry.
Liquidation - A conversion of all assets into cash.
Lockout - Exclusion of all workers from a plant by the
employer.
Maintenance of membership - All workers within the union'
contract must remain members of the bargaining
union for the life of the contract.
Margin - Purchase of stocks wherein the buyer puts up one
part of the value and the broker puts up the rest.
Market rate - The rate at which a new loan is negotiated
at any dally interval.
Matched orders - Buying securities from one broker and
selling to another in order to produce artificial
-arkot activity.
ediation - Persuasion by a third disinterested party to
settle disputes between two parties. Neither of
the first two parties is obliged to follow the
counsel of the mediator.
t^onopoly - Exclusive or almost-exclusivo control of an
entire field, industry or market.
Odd lots - Trading done in less than the usual amount of
shares
.
Open shop - A unit of plant which employs both union and
non-union workers.
Operating ratio - The ratio between operating expenses
and operating costs.
Overhead - Ihose relatively constant expenses which are
necessary to running a business regardless of
production, such as plant and equipment, ?.ain-
tenance, heat, light and power.
Over the counter - Securities sold out of the exchange,
but within Uie market.
Pegging - Illegally keeping a security price constant by
artificial means.
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Put lind call - An option to but or soli at a spoclfic
prlco within a specific time limit.
Receiver - A court-appointed official who temporarily
conducts a bankrupt business In the Interest of
the creditors.
Rediscounting - A note or bill of exchange held by one
bank and purchased by another.
Refunding - Issuance of new securities for existing ones
in order to lower the Interest.
Reserve - Liquid assets kept on hand by one bank to Insure
prompt payment of liabilities and to depositors.
Rights - Stockholders’ privileges to buy new stock below
the prevailing market.
Serial bonds - Ihose bonds which suture at different In-
tervals, rather than all at once.
Sinking funds - Fuads established by a corporation and
into which is paid a specific amount in order to
rodeen a bond Issue.
Specialist - One who is agent for bu^ng and selling one
or two specific securities or a type of security.
Split up - Reducing the share value by dividing existing
shares while the total value remains constant.
Spread - Ihe difference between asking price and bid.
Stock dividend - A dividend paid to the stockholder In
the form of more stock.
Stock certificates - Share in the capital of a corpora-
tlon^ or evidences of ownership of capital In a
corporation.
a. Preferred - stocks giving preference in
voting, dividends or in the liquidation of
assets. Most preferred issues are non-voting
but share In dividends before common Issues are
paid.
b. Parti eipatlng preferred - stock shares stip-
ulating the owners will share In the profits
of the corporation before regular common
stock dividends are declared.
c. Common - Regular corporate stock which carry
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Stop ordor - A broker’s instructions to buy or sell at
a certain market point.
Syndicates - A group of Invest nent brokers who are or-
ganized to underwrite and distribute new security
issues.
Trust - A company dealing in capital and handling funds.
Trustee in bankruptcy - A court-appointed official whose
duty is to cosh in all of the bankrupt’s assets
and to divide the assets among the creditors.
Underwriting - Guaranteeing sale of stocks and/or bonds
within a specific time.
Voting trust - The agreement whereby stockholders give
their voting powers to a trustee whose power it
is to vote end only to vote in the name of those
stockholders.
Wash sales - Placing securities up for sale without the
actual will to sell.
7>atered stock - Par value of stock far in excess of the
actual amount of assets of the corporation to
back up the stock.
WIildcat strike - A strike which the union has not authorized.
Yellow dog contract - A contract between an employer and
an employee wherein the employee is hound not to
Join a union as long as he is employed within the
limits of ^e contract.
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DtrFIiilTIOMS OP CRIMES AND OTHER
LEGAL TERfiSS
(In dafintions of crimes: X - MisdameKnor;
P - Felony).
Abduction • Frfiudulently and deceitfully taking away
an unmt. Tried female under 16 without the con-
sent of her parents or guardian with whOBi she
is living for the i:>urpose of effecting a clan-
destine marriage without the consent of the fe-
male. (M)
Fraudulently and deceitfully taking away
any woman or girl for the purpose of prostitution
or unlawful sexui^l intercourse. (F)
Abet - To aid, encourage or incite another to commit a
crime.
Abortion - The premature delivery or expulsion of a
human fetus before it Is capable of sustaining
human life. Usually synonymous with Taiacarrler,e .
Abstract - An abridged copy of a document.
Accessory - One who is criminally connected with a
felony, either before or after its cosssisslon,
althouj^ he is not the principal nor necessarily
present when the felony was coimnitteci.
Accessory, After the Pact - One who aids the principal
felon or the accessory before the fact, knowing
a felony has been comitted and intend! zig to
prevent detention, arrest, trial or punishE&3nt. (F)
Accessory, Before the Fact - One who hires or counsels
another to eoinmit a felony without being pre-
sent at its commission. (F)
Accomplice - One who aids or co-operates with another
in the conanission of a crime.
Accusation - A charge made to a competent officer
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Acquittal - The court* a finding the defendant not guilty^
either with or without trial*
Admiaaion - A word,act or conduct from wdiich an inference
of guilt may be drawn*
Adult - A person over 21 years old*
Adultery - Sesual intercouree by a man and woman who
are not related to each other, divorced from
each other or not married to each other* (F)*
Affidavit • A written and sworn declaration*
Affinity • Relationship by marriage between the huabt^nd
and the blood relations of his wife or the wife
and the blood relationa of her husband*
Affirmation - A solemn declaration, made under penial ties
of perjury, by a person who objects to taking
an oath*
/.ff:'sy • Two or more persona fighting together in a pub*
lie place, terrorizing persona lawfully there* (M)
Alias - A fictitious or assumed name*
Alibi - A defense showing that the defendants *ras else-
where when the crime was eommittea and cannot
be Charged*
Alien • A person who resides in this country but is e
citizen of another*
Alienist - One who treats diseases of the mind*
Allegation • A statement of fact made in legal actions*
Allegiance - An obligation of obedience which a citi*
sen owes to the government under wh^ich he is
subject*
ambassador - A representative sent by his sovereign or
country to another, with authority to handle
affairs of state* Protected f ^om civil or crimi-
nal arrest and seizure*
Anarchy • An absence of government; political chaos*
Appeal - A fonnal application BE.de by one found guilty
in a lower court for a retrial in a higher court*
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Apprehend - To take« seize or arrest a person*
Arrai^<;niBent - The defendeat*s formal answer to the accuse*
tion contained in ^in indictment or complaint.
Arrest • Taking custody of a person in ord»»r to hold
him for a criminal charge or to prevent him from
harming himself or others*
Arson • Wilfully and maliciously setting fire to,
burning or causing to be burned the property
belonging to one*s self or another* Wilfully
and maliciously aiding or counselling such an
act with the intent to defraud or injure* (P)
Asportation - The uhlawful carrying away of personal
property belonging to another*
Assault • An attempt to do bodily harm to another with
force or violence and perceived by the assailed* <H)
Assault and Battery - An attempt with force and violence
to do bodily harm to another together with the
unlawful touching of the assailed, either by
the aggressor himself or by some substance set
in motion by him* (M)
Assignment • Transferral of one's px*operty rights to
another*
Asylum State * The state in which a fugitive is found
after fleeing arrest in another state which is
demanding his return*
Attachment - Seizing property of persons os authorized
by judicial order*
Attempt to Commit a Crime - Partial execution of a plan
to commit a crime, going beyond the prepare* tory
stage. (P)ac(il)
Attempt to Extort koney by Threat (Blackmail) - Verbal
written or printed communication, threatening
to accuse another of a crime or offense; threat*
ening injury to a person or his property with the
intent to extort money or advantage or to compel
the person to act against his will* (p)
Auction * A public sale of property to the highest bidder*
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Authentic Act • An act «hich has been authorized and
attested by a public seal; has been rendex^d
public by the authority of a competent magistrate
certified as being a copy of a public register*
Autopsy - Legally dissecting a hust»n dead body to inquire
into and determine the cause of dec th.
Ball • The security taken from a person who seeks re-
lease from legal custody Cfter arrest or im-
priaonnent, as insurance that said person vrill
appear in a certain court on a certain date*
Ball Bond - ‘Phe bond taken with securities at the tiire
the defendant is released.
Ballistics - The science of the motion of projectiles*
Battery - The unlawful touching of a person, either by
the aggressor himself or by some substance set
in motion by him* (M)
Beneficiary - Ihe person for whose benefit a tinist has
been made or to whom a life insurance policy is
made payable*
Bigamy, Polygamy - ferriage to two or more spouses
without benefit of diworoe* (F)
Bill or Purticulars - A statement ordered by the court
at the request of the court of of the defendant,
filed by the prosecution, giving all the necessary
particulars surrounding the nature and grounds
of the crime with which *:he defendant is charged*
Blasphemy - Willfully denying, cursing or reproaching
the holy name of God, His creation, government
or final judging of the world; Jesus Christ or
the Holy Ghost; or cursing or expc^lng to con-
tempt and ridicule the holy word of God as con-
tained in the Holy scripture* (M)
Boda Fide • without fraud; genuine; in good faith*
Bondsman - A surety whB la bound or gives security for
another*
Breach of the Peace - Disturbing public tranquility by
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Breaking and Entering - ’^Breaking" Includes the destruo*
tion of the outer p- rt of a building or the re-
nova 1 of any barrier used for its protection or
ohAnging the position of any such object used as
a barrier; also included entry gained by fraud,
threat or ctmspiracy*
"Kntorlng** includes the intrusion within
the structure either by a fmrt of the body or
by a tool or instrument*
Breaking and Staring constitutes a crime
under the following conditions:
1* Breaking and centering in the nighttime a
ship, building or vessel with the attempt
to commit s felony. (F)
2m l^tering witliout breaking in the nighttime,
or breaking without entering in the daytime
a ship, building or vessel, «ith the intent
to cornet a felony, the owner or other person
lawfully present therein put to fear. (P)
2>» Entering without breaking at night a dwelling
house, or breaking and entering in the day-
time a building, ship or vessel with the
Intent to commit a felony, no person lawfully
therein put to fear. (P)
4* Breaking and entering, or entering in the
ttighttims a railroad car, with the intent to
ooDirait a felony. (F)
5. Breaking and entering in the night or daytime
a building, ship or vessel with the Intent
to oo!<uoit a misdeme(>nor* <«)
Brlbory - The request or acceptance of any gift or grat-
uity by a public officer, or the offer, giving or
promise of any gift or gratuity raade to a public
officer, with the intent to influence him in
the discht^rge of his legal duty. (F)
Brief • A con ensed argument filed by lawyers in civil
trials, containing the facts and citations of
legal precedents.
Brothel - The common habitation of prostitutes kept for
the purpose of prostitution.
Burglary - Breaking and entering the dwelling house of
another with the intent to commit a felony. (F)
Capital Crime - A crime for «^)lch the dea%h penaly is
provided by law.
Caveat - A foinnal written notice given to a judge for
the purpose of arre?^^^" a decree or other
judicial order.
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Change of Venue • llie remove 1 of a case from one court
to another at the request of the defendant^ if
in the opinion of the courts an iapartial trial
cannot be had In the original court*
Child, Abandonment of - Leaving a child under ten within
or without any building by a parent or legal
guardian* (M)
Giving an infant under 14 to any person
for the purpose of placing the infant for hire
or to gain or reward from such placezcent* (M)
If the child dies by reason of abandonment • (F)
Child, Delinquent - A child between the ages of seven
and seventeen who violates any city ordinance
or commits any offense not punishable by either
life imprisonment or death*
Child, Heglected • A child under 16, growing up without
education or proper ph:^sical care, because of
orphanage or because of the neglect, crime,
cruelty, insanity or other vice of its parents*
Child, Stubborn • Any minor who stubbornly refuses to
submit to lawful and reasonable coroaands issued
by the person to whom that child Is bound* (M)
Child, tayward • A child between the ages of seven and
seventeen who habitually asi^ociates with immoral
persons or who is continually exposed to circum>
stances which in all probability will lead him '
to an irxaoral, viseious or criminal life*
Cbdicil • An additi-'):: to » will, thereby altering it;
requiring prob«^te action*
CozQson and liotorious Thief - One who is convicted of
a larceny after having been convicbed of a
larceny at a previous time* One who is convicted
at the same sitting of three distinct Icrcenies* (F)
Common Carrier • A person or cc^ipany which zaay be hired
to carry persons and/or goods* All who apply
f'Ay be accepted by a common carrier*
Conmon Law - Ihe body of law deriving its authority from
ancient judicial decisions, statutes and usages*
Common Ki£^twalker • One who is habitually out at night
for the purpose of corsnitting n crime, disturb*
ing the peace or doing any other wrongful act. (H)
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Common or Public Nuleanca -* A nuisance affecting the
general public, such as any building used for
prostitution, illegal gaming or illegally keeping
or selling narcotic drugs. (M)
Bommon Receiver of Stolen Goods • One who has been con-
victed of buying, receiving or aiding in the
concealment of stolen or embezzled property and
is again convicted of a like offense. One vdio
is convicted of three or more acts which make up
this crine at one and the seme sitting. (F)
Common Utterer of Counterfeit Bills - One who has pre-
viously been convicted of uttering or passing
any false, altered, forged or counterfeit note,
knowing the note to be false, and is again con-
victed of a similar crime. One .vho is convicted
on three distinct charges of such a crime at
the same sitting. (P)
Common Utterer of Counterfeit Coin - One who h? s pre-
viously been convicted of possessing less than
10 counterfeit or false gold or silver coins,
current by law or usage, knowing the coins were
false and with the intent to pass the same as
true and who is again convicted of a similar
crime. One who is convicted on three distinct
charges of the same crime at the same sitting. (P)
Complaint - An allegation made by one or more persons
before a proper magistrate, stating that another
person has committed a designated crime. In
practice. It is the document issued by a lower
court in a criminal case, read to the defendant
when he is arraigned.
Compounding or Concealing a Felony - Taking a gratuity
or reward from a person, knowing that person
has committed a felony, in exchange for an
agreement to conceal such a felony.
If the crime itself is punishable by denth
or life imprisonment - (F).
If the crime itself is punishable in any
other manner - (M).
Confession - A voluntary acknowledgement of the guilt
in the charged crime made by the person charged
and communicated to another person.
Consanguinity - Blood relationship or persons descending
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Conspin^ey - A combination of two or ciore pex*8 0ns to
accomplish a criiainal or unlawful and, or an
end that la neither criminal nor unlawful by
crioinol or unlawful oieana. {V)
Constitution - The fandnEsental law of a state or nation.
Constructive Possession - A condition where « under the
law, a person who is not actually in possession
of property is, because of the circumstances of
Uie case 9 treated as if he t^ere in possession.
Constructive x'resence -> A condition where, under the lew
a person wli# is not actually present is, because
of the circuuastances of the cases, treuted as
if he vvere present.
Contempt of Court * A allful disregard or disobedience
of the rules, orders or dignity of the court. (M)
Contiguous • Touching or adjacent; adjoining.
Conviction - The result of a crlcilnal trial wherein
the de/endant is found guilty, either before
a jury or a trial judge.
Copy, Certified • A correct transcxd.pt of an original
document, affixed vYith the seal of a public
official.
Copy, Hixamplifled - A copy made in the name of the
sovereign power £nd sealed with the seal of the
court where the original record la on rile;
signed by the clerk of the coui't.
Corpus Delicti - The essence of the crin» or the facta
which show that a criaio has been cOfUiultted.
Counterfeiting «• Jjaking as to be g«j:^ice a false note,
certificate or other bill of credit issued by
the state treasurer or any officer so authorized,
with the intent to defraud, taking a Iwnk bill
or promissory note payable to the bearer tJiereof
or to the order of the person issued, by any
Incorporated banlring company. Making any gold
or silver colna current by law or usage. (F)
Court - A place whers justice is administered in accord*
ance with legal forns and principles { the judge
and Jury or the judge aloz^.
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% Crime • An MCt committee or in vlolfi^tion of
e fublic law.
Criminal Intent — 1‘he intent to do an act which the law
forbids with or without knowledge of wrongdoing*
(''Ignorance of the law is no excuse*”}
Criminal l$egllgertce « Canton or reckless conduct Ahich
goes beyond gross negligence* Intentional failure
to take proper c^ro for those to wliom care is
owed, in dlsregai*d of Uie pi^bable harmful
consequences.
Cross Examination - The examination of a witness by the
aide wnich does not on 11 him to the stand.
De Facto - A state of affslrs which exists legally or
as of right.
Defendant - The person charged with a crlo^.
Depositicii - Testisjon7 of a witness Ui>on oral or written
questions, not taken in open court but ordered
by a couri; or under a general lav on the sub«
^•ct, after notice to the adverse party for
the purpose of enabling him to attend and cross-
examine ^li^itness.
Domicile - A personas permanent residence.
rrunkennesa - Voluntary intoxication*
Duress - Fox*cing a person to act against his will*
Dying Declaration - Statements of material facts re-
lating to the case and attending circumstances
leading teethe docl&x*ant’s death, ‘ihe adulssa-
bllity of the declaration is dependant upon the
following eonditious:
1* Ihe declarant must be dead.
2;. Ee ir.ust have been competent.
3* fie must have been near death at the tlnie.
4. He must have been aware of Inpending death.
5. He must have been conscious at the time.
6* fie must have been the cause of his own death.
Embeszlement - Ihe fraudulent appropriation of property
by one who is not the owner but is In rightful
pooueaslon or entrusted with tho property at the
time of the ccxiversion.
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1-BOhent - The rever8l<Mi of property to the at»te, there
being no helr«
Escrow • A deed deposited by e grantor in tlie hands of
a third party to be held by him until the per*
^
formanee of the condition of the grantee is^ <3et«
Examination - Preliminary investigation of a porgeu
charged with a crime and under arrest in order
to deter^iine if t}.ere la sufficient ground to
hold the person with or without bail for trial
or for the grand jury.
Ex Officio * ‘^^•n act done by a person through the power
of the office which he holds.
£x Post Facto * Unconstitutional laws making criminal
an act which was not a crime at the time of its
Cixnmisaibn.
Extortion of Illegal Fees - >“411fally and corruptly
demanding and receiving more than the legal fee
.
for any official duty or service. -Wilfully
and corruptly denanding and receiving more then
the legal fee may be by a recording officer or
by any other person.
Extradition - Surrender or delivery of a person accused
of a crime cos’X'.itted in the demandin, territory,
made by one sovereign power to another^ so that
the person may be tried in the demanding territory.
False Imprisonment * Unlawful restraing of liberty. (S)
False Pretenses, Larcenies by - tSords or acts which
might influence the action of another, made
under the conditions of fdlse representation
which lead or may lead to larceny.
Felony * A crime punishable by death or state imprisonment.
finding - ihe conclusion reached by the court.
Pine - The money penalty as punishment ^r guilt.
Forfeiture - The loss of property or rights as
for a crime or unlawful act.
Forgery - False making, altering or counterfeiting any
public record or negotiable instrument, which, if
gertuine, v^uld be a foundation for or Please of
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Fornication - SoxuaX intercourse between a married man
an an unmarried woman is adultery on the part
of the man and fornication on the part of the
woman* (M)
Fugitive from Justice - One who is charged with a crime
in one state and flees to another state or country
before he is brou^t to Justice*
Oax^shment - The attachment of money owed by the debtor*
Guardian ad Li turn - One appointed to defend or prosecute
a will on behalf of incapmoitated persons*
Grand Jury - An informal and accusing body, consisting
of not loss than IZ or more than HSf selected
and sumr^ioned according to law to serve before
a competent court, impaneled, sworn and charged
to inquire in regard to cringes cotnraitted <^lthln
the Jurisdiction and to present all offenders
against the laws in the mode and manner defined
by the law*
Gross Segligenoe - liegligence going beyond inattentiveness
and thoughlossnesK with reppect to one’s own
property*
Guardian - One who controls or mantiges a person and/or
his property because such person is incapable of
acting in his own bshalf*
nsbitu^l Criminal - One who has twice been convicted of
crime, sentenced and committed to prison for
terms of not less than three years each, has
not been pardoned for either crime and has again
been convicted of a felony* (F)
Rearing - Testimony of witnesses Justifying the issuance
of a warrant, summons or complaint or to hold
the defendant for trial in a lo^er court or for
the grand Jury*
Hologz*a{^ - A will written by the testator in his hadd*
B(»nicide - The killing of one hum?in being by another*
Hypothetical ^^.ae^tlQn - One put to an expert witness re-
quiring expert opinion on the veracity of alleged
facts assumed to have been ;x*oven*
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Incdst - Interna rrisge or sexual intercourse between
persons where degrees of consenguinity legally
prohibit narrii^ge. (P)
Indictable Offense • Any offense which nay bring about
an indie tnent*
Infant - Any person under the age of 21
•
Inf ingesient - An invasion of the rights secured by
patents » copyrights and tra denarks*
Injunction A preventative remedy used in cas>ea of
equity whereby the court orders that an action
may not begin » or if begun, may not contixnie*
Inquest - A Judielel inquiry into the cause and nnnner
of eiolent, su: den, ,Bysterious or suspicious
death*
Insanity - Mental unsoundness modifying or wiping out
legal responsibility*
Intelligence Officer - One who gives or obtains infor-
mation regarding places of o!3plo:^Bent for do-
mestics and other laborers*
Jeopardy - Die danger of conviction and fHiclBhment
incurred by a defendant in a criminal case as
soon as the indictment is brought in or he has
been placed on trial*
Jeopardy, Double - The unconstitutional situation of
being tried twice for the same offense*
Judicial liotice - Die judge *s recognition of facts so
familiar that no actual proof is neceaaapy*
Jurat - A memorandum added to an affidavit by the officer
before whom the affidavit was -nade, stating by
whom, before whom, when and where it was made*
Jurisdiction - Die power of the court in regular judi-
cial proceei'ings to preside over a certain case*
Jury, Petit - Die trial jury of 12 who are sworn to de-
cide the facts of the case aa proven by the
evidence put before thca&*
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Justice of the Peace - A person appointed by the gov-
ernor for seven years vho has t>:e power to take
oaths and affir*nations, suninon witnesses and
prevent breaches of the pesce; may also^ If his
powers are so defined
,
preside at courts per*
from marriages^ take ball or Issue warrants.
Kidnapping * Secretly confining and Imprisoning axiother
persons without legal authority. Forcibly
seising a person with the Intent to causa nlm
to be secretly confined against his will. liuj
be within the state or forcibly carried or sent
outside of the state. (F)
Larceny - Taking, obtaining or converting another per-
son's property with the Intent to defraud or
deprive the owner of Its peirianent use.
If larceny Is without circutastances of
agr.revatlon and proi^erty Is worth $100 or less - (SS
Otherwise - (P).
If lai*eeny takes place In a building ship
or vessel or In a railroad car - (F).
If larceny is directly fpow a person's body
and without any sensible or material violence
or without a struggle - (P).
Law - A rule of conduct prescribed under the suprenie
power of the state or nation.
Lewd and Lascivious Cohabitation - The association and
cohabitation between a man snd ^oman not married
to each other. In such a way as to cre^^te public
scandal and disgrace. (F)
Libel - A written or printed malicious d^amatlon
which Is designed to blacken the reput^^tlon of
one who Is living or the memory of one who Is
dead; to hold said person to public hatred,
scorn, ridicule or contempt. (M)
Licence - A legal permission or authority to perform
some specific act which Is otherwise forbidden
by law.
Lien - The security by which one person may hold or
claim the property of ano^er fof * some debt or
charge.
Limitations, Statute of - The lav presclblng that no
legal proceedings shall be maintained unless
brought within a certain time after the date of
the commission of the crime or within a certain
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Lottery • llie distribution of pxd.zes by chance among ^e
buyers of chances. A scheme where prises are
awarded by chance rather then by the predominant
element of skill.
Malfeasance - Unjust performance of some specific act
which the person has not right to perform.
Kisfeasance - The imprc^er performance of some
legal act.
Nonfeasance • Failure to do what i^ould be done.
Feasance • 'Xhe lawful performance of duty.
Maliciously • Done without regard to the rights of
others; with evil heart or mind, cruelty or
a reckless disregard of the consequences.
Malicious Prosecution - Civil or criminal judicial
proceedings enacted maliciously and without
probable cause.
itanslaughter - unlawful killing of one human being
by another without implied or expressed malice.
*^ns laughter, j. Voluntary Manslaughter where there is
a real design to kill but under certain circum*
stances of provocation as the court may regard
as justifiable. (P)
Manslaughter, Involuntary - The unintentional manslaughter
whereby oirooms tances are surrounded by some un-
lawful act not amounting to s felony. (P)
Mayhem - Malicious intent to maim or dj^igure or
cripple another; aiding such intent and being
present and aiding its commission.
Misdsmesnor w Any crime leas than a felony.
Motive and Intent -
Motive - That which incites a person to commit
a crime.
Intent - A vilfull design or purpose to do the act.
Murder - The killing of one human being by another lith
malice aforthou^t.
Murder, First Degree - Deliberately premeditated murder
accompanied with cruelty or atrocity.
Niurder, Second Degree - Unpremeditated murder with an
intent to kill.
•VA.
Voile Prosequi - k formal declaration by a properly
authorised person stating that said person will
not furtiier prosecute a certain case*
Von Compos Mentis - Term including all forma of mental
unsoundnees*
Notary Biblie - A public officer authorised to attest
and certify by hand or seal certain classes of
documents, or to perform other official acts.
Oath - A soleoin affirmation, declaration or promise
made under a sense of responsibility to God for
the truth.
Obscene - Indecent or offensire to chastity or modesty;
tending to corrupt or depraye.
Ordinance - A local law passed by the city law-making
body.
Overt Act - An open act which shows intent to conimit
a crime.
parole - Releasing a prisoner who is serving a sentence
under certain conditions.
pawz^roker - A person whose business is to lend money
at Interest on security of personal property,
except stock, bonds, notes or other written
evidences of ownership of property.
Penal Servitude - Confinement of a person found guilty
of a crime and compelling him to labor as punish-
ment for the crime.
Perjury - Wilfully lying under disposition to tell the
truth. (P)
Perjury, Inciting to Commit - Attempting tc incite apothe
to commit perjury, although said perjury is BQt
eommltted. (F)
Perjury, Subornation of - Procuring another to com, .t
perjury. (P). In divorce eases'- (U).
Police - The body of officers appointed by the state,
cities or towns to maintain law and order, to
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Polico Power - ^rhe power of the atcite under which the
legislature 23f\y enact regulations for the
general welfare and security*
Post yorteaa - "After Death". DOSS MOT K2AK AUTOPSY.
Presentment - Grand jury investigation of an offense
roade without a bill of indictment.
Privileged Cooioiunications - A term used to designate
certain cornTmmicsitions between persons standing
on a confide atial relationship with each other,
which cannot unoer law be admitted in evidence
over the objection of the one against whom they
are to be used.
Probation • A system to encourage good behavior in a
person convicted of a crime whereby he is re*
leased utder certain conditions before his
sentence is completed.
Public Policy - A policy of the law which holds that no
individual can lawfully do that which has a
tendency to be injurious to the public.
^uash * To make void.
Quitclaim Deed - A deed in which the grantor pasnes title
to the grantee, but does not guarantee the
validity of the title.
Rape - Unlawful sexual intercourse with a female,
against her will. (F)
Kemittur • An order accompanying the return of records
from a higher court tc a lower court after the
case has been reviewed, containing the hi^;her
court's instructions on the future disposition
of the case.
Rendition - The surrender of a person charged with a
crime made by the governor of the state in ‘hich
the person is found to the governor of the state
in which the person is charged with Uie crime.
Reprieve - A delay in the execution of a sentence.
Rescission * Ifullification of s contract by one pnrty
on the grounds of deceit and misrepresentation.
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R«ot7*ainlng Ordtjr - A form of Injunction forbidding tb#
pitrson nasiod therein to do a threntenod act until
there is a hearlrig to deteriiln# whether a tern-
porery or permanent injunction shall be Issued or
denied*
Return - 'Ihe endorsement of a warrant or other court
document raado by an officer^ stating that the
Officer has executed all he was ordered to do and
the manner la which it was done; of, if the
officer was unable to execute his duty, stating
why he was unable to do so.
Riot • Tliree or xoore persons assembled together and
doing some act, lawful or unlawful, in a violent
manner, causing great terror to the public. (M)
Robbery - Taking personal property from one's person
by another or in the presence of the owner, with
the threat of violence. (F)
Sentence - Judgement in a crininal proceedii^g.
!• Cumulative - Those imposed separately and must
be served one after another.
2. Concurrent - Those served at the same time.
5. Suspended - Imposed but not put into
execution, under certain eon*
ditlonc which must be fulfilled
or the sentence may be executed.
4. Ooimauted * A change in purdshment after
a person has been condemned; a
less severe penalty.
Sheriff - •Ihe chief executive officer of the county.
Sodomy - AbCMsinable and dete.: table copula tlcn against
nuturc, either vith mankind or baast. (F)
Tramp - A person who x^ams about from place to place
begging or living without visible means of
support. I^oes not include a minor uxvier 17,
a blind person or a person sseklng charity
within his own city or town, (k)
Treason • Adhering to, giving aid and comfort to the
enemy of, or levying war against, one's own
state or country.
Trial * The civil or criminal examination of a case by
a competent tribunal; the decision of the issues
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Trial Justice - A 'Justice of the petace given power to
receive cociplalnta. Issue warrants «nf! ouai-
fflousos In ci'lninal cases arising within the town
where he ro-^ifies et the tide ho won conimlssloned.
Unlawful ^ppropris tione - Conversion of certain types
of property from one person to another without
prcy-iv authority but without the Intent to de-
prive the owner of its permanent uae« (K)
Unlawful Attempt to Procure Miscarriage - The unlawful
adminis tratlon, sdvlce or prescription' for or
to a won»n» causing poison, drug, medicine or
other noxious substances to be taken by her, or
causing thj use of ary Instrument, by riny mssns
whatsoever, thereby promoting miscarriage. (F)
Unlawful Assemble - Twelve or more person#, armed with
dangerous weapons; 30 or more persons, armed or
unarmed, sssembled in a city or town Illegally
or riotously.
Uttering - To offer forged or counterfeit currency or
any other false thing, knowing it to be false
but representing it to be genuino, whether
accepted or XK>t. (F)
Vacate - To annul an ordor or Judgemant.
Vagabond - A known pickpocket, thief or burglar acting
In a suspicious manner around a steamboat landing,
railroad depot, electric railway station or
place where electric railway ears stop to
allow passengers to enter or leave, banking
Instituticns, broker^s office, piece of public
amusement, auction room store, shop, crowded
thoroughfare, gathering or assemble. (13)
Vagrant - An idle person with no visible means of support,
living without lawful employment; a person lodging
la groceries, outhouses, sheds, market places or
In the open air without giving a good «cc:ount of
himself; a person begging from door to door or
in public places. (M)
Vexsie - The place where a case is brought to trial.
Verdict - The decision of a trial Jury.
Verify - To subo tantinte ; to confirm alleged facts.
Throng - The Infringement of a right.
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DKflHITleNr^ of PLii^.S and of SVIDSKCE5
KTldoncd - Tho legal laeane of proving or disprorlng any
isatter of fact sabmittad to judicial liivestiga-
tlon* oxcltislvo of more argument. The legal
aaann of proving or disproving any matter In
question.
Ploa - The Rns.-.'er rhich a person makes to* a complaint
or Indictment when he Is arraigned In court and
a sked if he Is guilty or not guilty of the crime
with which he is charged.
Best avldeuce Rulo The doc’uUeent Itself Is the best
evidence of what It contains. Unless the ah*>
sence of said docunant Is sufficiently explained^
oral evidence concerning its contents will not
be heard.
Burden of Proof,* The duty of the prosecution in a
orlmln&l case is to establish and prove the facts
beyond a reasoliable doubt.
Circumstantial I^vldence - Facts inferred from evidence
relating tc conditions or surrou dings of the
principal fact.
Corroborative Evidence - Evidence thi-t strengthens or
oonflms previous evidence.
Cumulutlve ll^denee * Evidence of the anme kind, to the
a: me point, proving wh^t has already been proven.
Demurrer • A plea which in effect adnlts the allegrtlons
of fact in an indie tment, complaint or declaim*
tion and askes for judgement for the defendant
on the grounds that the alleged acts do not con-
stitute a crime in law or there was good cause of
action.
Direct Evidence • Evidence which directly proves the fact
in question without the intervention of any
other kind of evidence.
Documnetary Evidence - Written eviderjce such as a deed,
letter, receipt or other instrument, used to
prove the fact*
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is^stoppal • Special plea preventing a P»**ty fi^« setting
up allegations Inconsistent with his previous
allegation*
Expert ivldonce - Evidence given by a person recogniseii
by the court to have training end experience
or skill In a particular subject beyond the
knowledge of the ordinary person.
Gullfty • A plea made by the defendant to an Indictment
or coKplRlnt by which he edml-yts to have cormnitted
the charged crlne.
Hearsay Evidence - Evidence based upon what the wit*
ness heard f 'oci others, the truth or falsity there-
of depending upon someone other than the wit-
ness. In most eases, inadnlssable.
Impeach Testimony .Evidence - Evidence the solo purpose
of which is to question the veracity of wit-
nesses for the adverse party.
Interplea - A plea by the defendant who asks the plaint-
iff to litigate the claln, disclaiming Interest
in the property Involved,
Nolo Contendere - A plea by the defendant to an Indict-
ment or conplaint in effect admitting the truth
of the charge In the complaint or Indictment and
upon which the defendant is sentenced. The
defendant does not want to contend the issue
with the court.
Not Gallfly - A plea by the defendant to an indie ttoent
or complaint by which he denies his guilt to
any or all the allegfitions.
Opinion Evldsnce - Die statement of a witness as to the
existance or non-exlstance of a fact in isnue,
based upon either personal knowledge of the
facts assumed to be true. 3fust be stated by
an expert. Hoifevor, a non-export may testify
to his ^conclusions concerning certain physical
or men' al qualities of « person or on points
where observation need not entail expert analysis*
P(:rol Evidence - Evidence given oxally; not written.
Presumptive Evidence - Evidence that msy be presumed
and will prevail until dlspj?ovon by other evidence.
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Px*infi Fttcle Evidanco - Evidanca which raises such a
da^rao of protabillt/ in favor of tha axistnnco <
of u purticulor fact tliat it stands proven un-
less disproved* Evidence which is suffioiont to
astablish the fact in quest!on» but which may ba
overcome by other evidonca*
Pria»py ii^fdenca - Ori^nel svidonce wt.lch jihows on its
face that thera is fio batter evidenca of the
specific fact.
Wuash, SSotion to - A nzotion v.hich asks the court to
make something void* /. &oticn to &m-ul or dis-
charge un indictment 9 complaint or order.
Secondary Evidence - Evidence which is adcissable when
no priav;ry evidence is obtainable; the second
beat evidence wMch smj he obtalned-
Proof - establlshsient of the truth of alleged fact
OP facts drawn from evidence and infex^encas ithlch
in the -iliids cf the court, is conviaclng.
Read Evidanca - Evidence obtained directly by the court
or Jury themselves, through the aadiua of their
own senses by inspection of the subject natter.
Relevant Evidence - EVildence legally and logically
applicable to the issue*
Has Oestae - Acts or deftla ratio ns which are so closely
connected with tne fact in Issue as to form a
part of it. Evidence concerning the res gestae,
otherwlee inadaissable aa hearsay evidence, may
ba admitted by th^. courts as necessary to
characterize and explain the facts at luju,e»
Testimony # The atatenent of a witness under oath or
affirsB tion*
i
DKFIJilTlOlSS of 1PARHANTS, SUffMOIlT.ES,
’•’HITS, OHD-P.?, etc.
Capias - A writ directed to « aaglotrats by & court
ordtsrlr.g tbe ^tagifitrata to £rT»est a parson
and hold him for custody.
Habeas Corpaa • "Bring the body" of a certr^ia parson
before e certain coiirt. The n^tine of e v&riety
of writs which saeV to bring before the court
a parson vdio Is in prison or In n.n instlUitlon
to deterralno If ho Is legally held. The arit
of Rftbafts Corpus ad Testificandun la usually
granted on request when a prisoner la needed
from Jell or prison to testify in court.
KittiKUs - A written precept Issued by i\ court or Kogis-
trate end directed to sone officer of the law,
cownandlng him to eonwey *to jail or prls<^ the
parson therein named end comnndlng the officer
in charge of the specific jell or prison to re-
ceive and safely keep such person until he shall
be released or dlschorged by due course of lav/.
Processes « All warrants, 8unc»r.ees, pr*ccepts and the
like Issued by © court during the progj?ec» of
an action or the trial of a coaplalnt.
Scire Faclea • wid.t tc annul or revive a judgeidcnt.
Subpoena - f written order froir s court or itRgistr^te
requiring the perron nansd therein to appear as
e witness ut e specific place end time or be
penalised for not doing go.
Suamona - A written order from a court or imiglstrate
addressed to an officer end ordering said officer
to notify tho person named therein to appear
at 8 specific tin© end place to answer a com-
plaint mede against hlai. In the case of minor
crimes, subkhohsos mey be Issued In place of a
warrant of arrest.
Warrant - A vrrit, Isuued by the court or moglstrste
authorlElng a person to make an arrest, search
or seisure, or to do other acts necessary to
the adrinlstra tion cf justice.
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^arrant of Arrest - A written order, Isiiuod by c judt;e
or other mc^strste/ ntcaiinii e person ch&rge»ti
with a crlfjfe, directed to f. proper officer end
corujiandlne etld officer to arrest «nd bring
before the court the body of the person naaed
Warrant, ii'ita - L B%‘COiid writ of execution »hich is
Issued after « forex)!.* writ h«n expired »*ltho'at
effect.
Warrant, Bench - A procses. granted by tho court author-
ising a proper officer to appra?>end soir.e person
nartied therein, cha rged with a cri?ne cf conteript
or indicted for s cri le.
Warrant, Default - A warrant Issued by the court fer the
srroat of the person najaed tic rein who has failed
to ear in court at a sert<iin specific tisie
00 prescr5.bed by law.
"narraat. Indie t;*!:ant - / pj^ccES grT.ntod by the higher
court autboritioB, aathorlElnt r. proper officer
to apprehend a pereon nfimod there in who is
charged with a criire presented on oath as true
by the grand Jury*
Warrant, John Doe - A warrant lusued when the eJofend-
ant*e na:i3i is not hno»?n and in «hich the beat
possible description of the defendant is given.
Warrant, Search - A written oi*dcr, issued by a judge
or ttcgictrste, directed to the proper officer,
cor.r'’ondlng hl^i to search certain specific pre-
Kilaes for unlbis/fu' cr stolen property snd to
bring said property to^ court if found; usually
Bieans to also bring the body of poraonti occ upy-
ing such preadses to court to be dealt with
accoi^ng to lew.
Writ of ittachcont - court order authorizing the
selLvure of & j^es»son’o property.
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